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Committee To Plan Dedication
Of Waterfield Library Building
A 10-member committee, headed by
John C. Winter, interim dean of the
College of Creative Expression, has
Cledication of.
been named
tAle rtew. tfirry iPe WatergelnZiary
at Murray State. University. The
ceremony has been set for 2 p.m.,
Saturday, Sept. 2.
Named by Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris to serve with
Winter are: Dr. Annette Gordon, an
associate professor of chemistry; Mrs.
Lithe Wrather, widow of the university's late executive vice president, Dr.
Marvin 0. Wrather; Dr. Rich Stinchfield, administration assistant to
President Curris.
Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of
information and public services; Dr.
Thomas B. - Hogancamp, executive
director of the Murray State University
Foundation; Buron (Boots) Jeffrey,
retired Calloway County superintendent of schools and former member
of the university's Alumni Council;
Miss Ann. Herron, an associate
professor of library science; and Dr.

,
collections, the Department of Library
Richard Butwell, vice-president for
Science and other functional offices of
academic programs.
the institution.
-•
The new library, to bear the name of
one . of.. Ike_
'versity'a most .. A.1911 grashtote of Murray State and
distiritollitiPel
alut. i_43____t1latlyeTi1loway rxitnti . WatfrOfig.14 _-___-__
has maintained close ties with the
million conversion project of the former Waterfield Student Union Building, university. Currently president of
Investors Heritage Life Insurance
has been under construction since
Company of Frankfort, he is a two-time
November, 1976.
lieutenant governor of Kentucky and a
It includes almost 100,000 square feet member of the university's
board of
of space, of which 40,800 is new con- regents.
struction and includes a three-level
When the Student Union Building was
addition on the front. For the past
several days, crews have been busily
constructed in 1959, it was named in his
moving the thousands of books, honor, and in 1972 was designated the
university library as the depository for
periodicals and files from the old
his collection of papers and mementos
library, one of the campus landmarks
form his 30 years in public service and
since it was built in 1931, into the new
politics.
facility some 150 yards away.
That same year, the Graduate
According to Dr. Edwin Stroheclier,
Reading Room in the library also was
the university's director of libraries,
named in his honor and, both the
the moving process will take about two
Waterfield Governmental Studies
weeks.
Foundation and the Waterfield Institute
The old library, with its C. S. Lowry
for
Local
Government
were
addition, completed in 1967, will conestablished.
tinue to house the university's special

City School Board Adopts New
Policy On Pupil Immunization

LIBRARY ON THE MOVE — Dr. Edwin Strohecker, left, director of libraries at Murray State University, watches as
workmen begin the two-week task of moving the thousands of books, periodicals and files from the university's 47year-old library into the new Harry Lee Waterfield Library 150 yards down the street. The new library, a $3 million
conversion project of the former Waterfield Student Union Building, will be dedicated Saturday, Sept. 2.

By KAYE PEEBLES„,
Murray Board of Education has
adopted an immunization schedule for
the 1978-1979 school year that closely
resembles guidelines required by
Kentucky state law.
Adopted in a board meeting Thursday, the new policy requires that a
valid up-to-date immunization certificate be on file for all school children
in the Murray system at all times. All
students must be immunized against
..,„talaaaa.-dint.haria., miaow-A...46.4414German or three-day measles, rubeola
and polio.
The Calloway County Health
Department is cooperating with the
building principals of each of the
Murray schools in checking records on
each student to determine the status of
each student's immunization.

If health officials determine children
need some type of immunization, a
letter will be sent to the parents or
guardian by the Health Department
notifying them of the deficiencies of
those children. It is the responsiblity of
the parent or guardian to see that the
proper steps are taken to correct the
deficiency, according to the policy.
Parents may also check with the Health
Department or their family physician
to determine of the child's imFaumiliftliattiori aro vv. to doteIt will be necessary for each student
to present an up-to-date immunization
certificate to the homeroom teacher on
Aug. 21, the day Murray schools convene, when the child is registered. If
this certificate is not presented, an
extension of two weeks from the time
the letter of notification is sent out by

the Health Department will be granted
to permit the student to either see his
private physician or to visit the health
department for the necessary steps to
be taken, acCording to the policy.
At that time the up-to-date certificate
will be issued to the student. If the
deficiencies are not corrected within
the two week period, the board of
education will decide at that particular
time a last date for the deficiencies to
bacarkegtaii.kgaillearliaglbt
,t
home men senotu
The board policy includes all students
in the Murray city schools, kindergarten-12. "It is hoped that parents
will see that their child is properly
immunized to comply with state law in
order that no student will have to be
sent horn"." a school official said.

Student Aid Reports Delayed
More than 460 Murray State
University students are experiencing
six to eight-week delays in federal
processing of reports vital to their
student financial aid applications for
the 1978-79 school year, Johnny
McDougal, the university's director of
student financial aid, has revealed.
These reports, McDougal emphasized, are extremely important and
must be completed and on file in his
office before the university can
authorize payment of any amount to a
student under provisions of the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
program, in which more than 1,600
Murray students are expected to share
in a $1.5 million federal appropriation
this year.
"'The Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant is the foundation for all other
student financial aid programs on the
campus," he said, and the student's
eligibility for any type of aid program
and the amount he or she justifiably can
receive must first be established using
it as a basis."
The delay in the federal processing of
the required reports in the U. S.
Department of Education, he also
noted, is not simply a Murray problem.

partly
sunny
Partly sunny with scattered
thunderstorms this afternoon.
Highs in the mid to upper 803.
Generally fair and mild
tonight. Lows in the low 70s.
Mostly sunny, very warm and
humid Sunday. Highs in the
upper 80s to low 90s. ,
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-The problem is occurring on
campuses nationwide," he said, "and
student aid officers throughout the
country are becoming increasingly
concerned about the delays and the
confusion resulting from the federal
government's contractor taking so long
to process the BEOG applications and
the reports related to them."
BEOG is a non-repayable, federallyentitlement
program,
funded,
McDougal said, adding that if a student
is eligible for assistance under its
provisions there actually is no limit on
the amount of. federal funds Murray
State University can draw upon to pay
according to the student's eligibility
and needs.
BEOG payments, he said, range from
$176 to $1,412 per school year with
national direct student loans limited to
$1,250 for the year. Supplemental
educational opportunity grants(SEOG)
also provide another program from

Class Schedules
At CCHS Ready
Jerry Ainley, principal at Calloway
County High School, has released the
schedule for the various classes to pick
up their schedules at the high school for
the 1978-79 school year.
Ainley also announced that the
orientation for all freshman students
and any new students at Calloway
County High School for this year would
be held on Thursday, Aug. 17, at 7:00
p.m. at the school.
The principal said parents of all
freshman and new students are invited
and encouraged to attend the orientation on Thursday. Freshmen and new
students may pick up their schedules at
7:00 p.m. on Thursday. Ainley said.
Seniors and Juniors at the high school
May pick up their schedules for the
coming school year on Monday and
Tuesday, Aug. 14 and 15, betweerrthe
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
high school
Sophomores at the high school may
receive their schedules for the 1978-79
school year on Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 15 and 16, from 8:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. at the high school, Ainley
said. ,

which an eligible student can obtain up
to $1,500 per school year, he said.
In addition to these major programs,
he pointed out that there are many
other programs of financial assistance
availabfe to , students. Student employment programs on the campus,
both federally and university funded,
will permit more than 1,600 students to
earn a total of $850,000 for parttime
work on the campus during the coming
year.
University officials estimate the oneyear cost for an in-state student attending Murray State to be $2,410 including registration fees,room, meals.
books and supplies and allowances for
clothing, transportation and other
needs. Commuting students, of course,
can attend for considerably less.
Students are determined eligible for
ineligible for financial assistance by
completing the Murray State student
financial aid application and the
financial aid form. The form is then
processed by the College Scholarship
Service in New Jersey and from it
student and family income data
NEW IMMUNIZATION POLICY—Immunization records of all city school students will be brought up to date this
provided to the federal government's
year. The program was initiated by the state health department and funds have been granted locally through the
BEOG processor, where the current
CETA program to pay volunteers to check the immunization records at each school. Parents of school students will
processing bottlenecks are being exbe notified by mail Ii their child needs further immunization. Plans are to notify parents of kindergarteners and high
perienced.
school freshmen first and other groups on a rotated basis. Anne Frank, left, and Ellen lacobovvitz are shown with Bill
It is these lengthy and abnormal
Outland, principal at Murray Middle School. Greg Aplin also worked with the project.
Photo er KAVe Peebles
delays in the processing of the BEOG
applications and eligibility reports on
the federal level which are creating
unnecessary problems for enrolling
students. McDougal said.
immunization program went into effect
cities, based on computer analysis of
RICHMOND, Ky. AP)- lithe rush
Students experiencing these delays
for innoculations continues, predicted
across the state. Parents have been
measles outbreaks, immunization rates
might want to call toll free the BEOG
Measles outbreaks in eight Kentucky
and the number and density of
warned in many counties that their
processor at 1-800-553-6350 to check the
cities may not materialize.
children will not be admitted to school susceptible children in a given area.
status of their basic grant report, he
A two-hour wait was the order of the
The group said chances of measles
unless they bring proof of imsaid. Students experiencing repeated
day Thursday at the Madison County
munization.
epidemics were 95 percent in
delays might want to seek the help of
Health Center as parents and their
In Madison County, Ms. Toussaint Louisville.
Elizabethtown
and
their United States senator or
Alexandria, and 75 percent in ,Richchildren
sought last-minute imsaid immunization levels, which
Congressman.
mond,
munizations before school started.
hovered around 60 percent earlier this
Hartford,
Hopkinsville,
To make the situation even more
"There must be 300 people in the
year, could Jump to 90 percent by the Independence and Murray.
of
critical, he added, the U. S. Office
However, Dr. Carlos Hernandez,
lobby right now," said Saundra
time school starts.
Education is returning approximately
"We knew our status here was low," director of preventative services for the
Toussaint, health department nursing
30 percent of all reports sent to them a
supervisor. "It's just wild out there."
she said. "That's because the schools state Human Resources Department,
second and even a third time for
were -not enforcing the requirement. said the study apparently did not take
The large turnout was the result of
verification and validation.
.212,0 account Kentucky's "very
But letters were sent out to all the ir
announcements by Kentucky schools
Meanwhile, McDougal and his staff
-iF-Taie- 1-'think—aggresii-v1" immunization effort this
réiits this atiiiim
are avaable to1i1P atutWata aPPIYIng -that they --fife-tightening -thetr ereveryone knows we mean business. I summer.
forcement of the state's immunization
for financial aid in any ,way possible
If everything goes according to plan,
feel really good about what's been
requirement for all school children.
and urges students needing help in
he said,"We should wipe out measles in
State law requires children to be
happening"
processing their reports to seek their
immunized against; a range of
A state health official discounted a Kentucky in three years," he said.
assistance. The Murray State financial
In addition to measles, children must
recent report by an Indianapolis group,
childhood diseases including measles
aid office is located in Sparks Hall the
End Measles Inc., which predicted be vaccinated against diptheria,
-- before entering school, but the law
administration building, and the
has not been widely enforced.
measles epidemics in several Kentucky tetanus,polio, measles and rubella.
telephone number is (Area Code 507'
'This year, however, an intensive
762-2546.

Outbreaks Of Measles May Be Halted
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Let's Stay Well

;
, COMMUNITY
cligt,..z.x.
CAIAE NDAR
Saturday, August 12
An Immunization Clinic
for school-age children who
need to complete their
immunizations will be held
at the Calloway County
Health Department from
nine to 11:30 a.m. All
children
must
be
accompanied by a parent or
legal guardian.

1978 Racer football squad
will hold its annual picture
day activities at Stewart
Murray
State
Stadium,
University, with public invited.

Solar Cooking will be
Activities in Land Between
at Center Station
conducted
the Lakes will include outing
the Lakes
Between
Land
to study bird life at 7:30 in
p.m.
five
to
two
from
a.m., walk to discover plants
and animals at two p.m.,
and slide show on reptiles at
three p.m., all at Center
Station; lantern tour of The
Homeplace 1850 at eight _

United
Independence
Methodist Church will have
a homemade ice cream
supper at the church at six

Murray
Shrine
Goff
Tournament will open at the
Murray Country Club.

Parents Without Partners
will meet for dinner and
dancing 'at the Moose Lodge
Sunday, August 13
on Park Avenue, Paducah,
Mr.
and Mrs. Twyman
at seven p.m. Guests must
Edwards will be honored at
present a P.W.P. mema reception at the Combership card or a courtesy
munity
Room of First
card.
Federal Savings and Ldan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
South
Pleasant
Grove from two to four p.m. in
Homemakers Club will have celebration of their 50th
a picnic at the home of Pete wedding anniversary.
and Hilda Orr at seven p.m.
Lyons Family reunion will
be held at Paris Landing
Asbury
Cemetery will State Park with a basket
have
its
annual lunch to be served at noon.
homecoming.
Singing by The Kings Sons
from Dyersburg, Tenn., will
of Gala
day
Second
be at New Concord PenDouglass Homecoming will
tecostal Church at 1:30 p.m.
continue throughout the day
and evening.
Between
the
Rivers
Homecoming will kie held at
Kenlake State Park ac- the old Fenton Airstrip just
tivities will include visit to east of Eggner's
Ferry
top of the water tOwer at ten Bridge on U. S. Highway •68a.m.; ice cream eating in TVA's Land Between the
contest at hotel patio room Lakes.
at one p.m.; fishing derby at
hotel playground at two
p.m.: stagecoach ride at
Land Between the Lakes
horse stables with cost being activities will include Era of
two dollars per person at Iron Revisited at Center
two p.m.; egg toss at hotel Furnace at two p.m., and
front lawn at three p.m.; film and auto tour on
bubble gum blowing contest Canada goose at Center
at four p.m.: Junior Ranger Station at three p.m.
program at campground
Sunday, August 13
bathhouse at 4:30 p.m.;
Murry Band Boosters will
hayride at horse stables with
meet at Murray High School
cost being one dollar per
at one p.m. Band members
person at 6:30 p.m.;fish
will leave for camp at 1:30
pond at recreation room at
p.m.
p.m.; country music

show by "The Green Valley
Boys and Wanda" in hotel
meeting room at eight p.m.
Calloway Athletic Boosters
Club will meet at Calloway
County High School at two
p.m. Officers and board
members will meet at 1:30

Monday, August If
Mattie Bell Hayes Circle
of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the social hall at six p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
Will meet at the church at
--1-:30 p.m.
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FREE SUNDAE
with any meal!

liouday Special_
Se
fthi
Our Chopped Sirloin Meal

Includes FREE dessert sundae that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
bar, fries or baked potato, Stockade Toast.
drink. C'mon in during our -Month of Sun ,
daes", through Labor Day! At participating
locations.

SIRLIODIMPTOCIAlle •

.001

i 11

Skin Bruises In

IDeox

All grades, one and up, of
Baptist Church will
skate at the Murray Roller
Rink at three p.m.
First

Older Persons

By Abigail Van Buren

Seniors and juniors at
Calloway
County
High
School may pick up their
schedules for the coming
school year at the high
school from eight a.m. to
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is getting married next
four p.m.
week. Several months ago she ordered dresses for her four
attendants. The girls are close friends and agreed to pay
for their own gowns, which were rather expensive.
The dresses came in two weeks ago, and three of the
four didn't fit because my daughter advised her friends to
order a size smaller than they usually wore.,She said she
_
heard those drespes always anla.
The-aresses_2ere _meets
rs ittr.
returned, so my daughter found three other giiis who
could wear them, and they agreed to be her bridesmaids.
resonance and travel tavorea.
My question: Who should pay for the dresses? The girls
SCORPIO
who originally ordered the dresses but can't wear them?
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Or the girls who agreed to be in the wedding as a favor to
An
unusual
request
my daughter?
deserves youf consideration.
Or should the bride pay for them?
Fulfilling it may involve some
•
MOTHER

Must Bride Pay
For Her Mistake?

Your Individual
_Horoscope

p.m. Pub*u'1nviteF

SeVeiti

Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Calloway County
North
Center,
Health
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.

auesDraW
—1T—
FOR SUNDAY,AUGUST 13,
1478
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
evs
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may find it easier to do
things yourself than depend on
others who do not wish to
cooperate. You'll do them
-better, too.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Avoid overexertion and
excitement; make no unnecessary changes in smoothrunning projects. Romance
and family interests in special'
planetary favor.
GEMINI
I May 24, to June 21) nuay
Better than some days, less
smooth than others. Strive
with the best intent and only
good can result Believe, with
strong faith, in yourself.-. and
your goals.
CANCER
t June n to July 231 430(z)
Neither look for trouble nor
believe it won't come just
because you look the other
way Face-up to situations and
you won't fool yourelf or find
problems as difficult to solve.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23)1140VV"A
Don't lose confidence in
your ability to produce the
results you want — even if
temporarily stymied. Keep
trying. Some dandy advantages on your side.
VIRGO
nritt.
.-Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
There's a tendency now to
act without thinking, then ask
yourself the ''why" of failure.
Map out• worlsabis program

BEFORE starting. Also take
note of new trends. Good
results for like efforts.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i —
There may be some conflict
between desire and necessity.
Be realistic, as you usually
are,and the answer will come.
FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 14,
1478
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what'
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
!Mar 21 to Apr. 20 i gret.
and
"unique"
The
often
are
unusual"
misleading. Look beneath the
surface of new offerings.
Recognize secondary factors
- also the smaller, but more
worthwhile prizes.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21 tiCur
Not much planetary help
here but, using your abilities
to their utmost, you can make
a go of the day on your own
And a good go it can be
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Your fine mind and keen
perception should assist you in
even the most difficult of
endeavors. If you don't stray,
off course, you can REALLY"'
achieve now.
CANCER "
June 22 to July 23)
Be ready to- face competition. You usually enjoy the
stimulation of this, but don't
burn the proverbial candle at
both ends in your desire to get
ahead_ Easy does it!
LEO
, July 24 to Aug. 23)
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A
good period for tackling jobs
that require patierice and a
steady hand
VIRGO
'Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
Your outlook not entirely
auspicious Contention may

Dr. Gordon-Vire
has begun practice in
—Tantirlitelibine if his affici---

located adjacent to the Emergency Room. (Until the new
medical arts bldg. is completed)

Phone for on appointment Mon.-Sat. 759-4098
if no answer 753-2626.

Echot

By FJ L Blasmgame, MD.

inconvenience, but you will be
amply repaid. Late hours
bring some surprising news.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 )9
Change, variety and travel
are highlighted in your chart.
You may have to make some
adjustments in your life, but
the challenge should prove
interesting.
CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Even though a Sunday, you
may be able to complete a
transaction which enhances
security. A friend versed in
the law could be of great help.
AQUARIUS
4A
"
,felLsili
t Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 -1,
The accent is on social
. activity. Welcome the opportunity to meet people,
make new friends, perhaps
make contacts which could
prove invaluable, businesswise.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Planetary
influencet
somewhat restrictive. Be
especially careful in romance.
Emotional situations could get
out of hand.

YOU BORN TODAY are are
endowed with personalityplus; can reach almost unheights
with
scalable
ingenuity and dash. You are
suited to any field which
brings you in contact with the
publ c,; are a born leader, a
salesman beyond par and, in
anything you do, have a flair
for the dramatic. You have a
regal outlook on life, thus may
become too domineering, too
proud, but your innate kindness and generosity to others
often offsets these traits.
Birthdate of: Alfred Hitchcock, writer, film producer
and director; George Grove,
composer;
Bert
Lahr.
comedian.
pop up in the least expected
areas. Exercise restraint, put
forth your very best manner
and good will to counteract
LIBRA
-ft.t1
+Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
A vital period! Most endeavors should prosper, but
think before you speak or act.
Above all, avoid tendencies
toward the unorthodox; to
extremes in general.
SCORPIO
) Oct. 24 to Nov. 22i
A stimulating.' dayl Step
forth, assert yourself with
confidence, bargain astutely,
tackle anything you know to
be within your capabilities.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to DeC . 21,
Benign aspects now favor
business and financial matters. At good day for planning
for the future. Don't hope to
gain by taking short-cuts,
however.
CAPRICORN
Dee. to Jan. 20. Id6
7\"
4
Look deeply into all
situations. Surface apbe
could
pearances
misleading. Using that innate
foresight of yours, however,
you shouldn't have much
trouble in spotting flaws.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary influences only
fairly generous, so you will
have to provide yur own
.momentum to carry on.
Neither too many problems
nor much opposition indicated, however
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some unprecedented moves
or unusual situations likely.
Study all carefully so that you
can cope efficiently.

DEAR MOTHER: Since you daughter bad-guessed the
dress sizes for her original attendants, I think she's stuck
for the second team.
DEAR ABBY: Very interesting, your explanation of
what makes boys and what makes girls.
You said,"When a child is conceived, the male's sperm,
which contains either a 'Y' chromosome or an
chromosome for sex determination, fertilizes the female's
egg, which contains only the 'X' sex chromoSome. Each
partner contributes one sex chromosome, but the female's
is always an 'X.' Therefore, if the father's 'Y' chromosome
fertilizes the egg, the baby will be a boy, but if the father's
'X'chromosome connects, the baby will be a girl."
I wonder what the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic
Church thinks about this? For if we believe in the
Immaculate Conception, then Jesus should have been a
girl.'
MRS.G. C., MILLERTON, N.Y.
DEAR MRS. C.: The genetic rules that apply to us
mortal beings did not apply to the Christ child, who
according to the Bible was the Son of God.
But may I point'out a common misconception'-(no pun
intended)-that the Immaculate Conception is the same as
the Virgin Birth. Not so!
Mary -not Jesus) was the Immaculate Conception! The
Bible tells us that Mitry was born without original sin on
her soul because she was destined to be the Mother of
Christ.
DEAR ABBY: When I married Leo he knew that I
HATED to get up in the morning. I have always worked
the 4 p.m. to midnight shift, and now I can't suddenly
change my sleeping habits even though I don't work
anymore. Leo has to be on his job at 8 a.m., so he expects
me to get up at 6:45 a.m. to fix his breakfast I tried to a
couple of times, but I spilled the coffee, dropped things and
burned myself.
I am a total zombie in the morning! Leo can't understand
why -and it is ruining our marriage. He says I'm lazy,
sleeping late is a habit, and I could retrain myself if I really
anted to. If you toll me to try, Lwill,'but I honestly think
he is expecting the impossible.
NIGHT PERSON
REAR NIGHT PERSON: It's true. Studies have shown
that some people leaned "night people" or "owls") function
much better at night, while others 1"day people" or
"larks") function better during the daytime. Your "zombielike" behavior in the early morning hours can't be
attributed entirely to laziness. However, habits can be
"unlearned" and if one is properly motivated, it's possible
to retrain oneself.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal chura
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif
90212.
WIVES INFORMED
OAKLAND, Calif. (API Wives of company executives
ere the target of a.program designed to inform the women of
their husbands' specific responsibilities.
The program, introduced by
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corp., also tells wives of the
company's products and its role
in society.
Wives are kept up to date
with regular mailings of financial statements, internal publications and employee news- letters.
The program also offers a variety of courses involving
speech training, crime preEveryone
vention and recycling, to help
Welcome
prepare wives for community
action work

Th(
eases,some of which are of
a serious nature.
Prevention is the only
treatment. She should
make a deliberate effort to
move her hands slowly and
carefully in her work. She
should be cautious as she
passes through doors and
getting into an automobile
to avoid striking her hands
and forearms against the
edge or against projecting
objects. Cleaning and
fhoipimi
r • eiy
whieTivtposi-her to in ry_._
The wearing 01 gloves
and long sleeves give some
protection and also covers
earlier injuries so that they
are not visible, if she is
sensitiv,e about her appearance.
omedication is effecNo
tivein making her skin
thicker or in toughening
the walls of her blood vessels.
Fortunately, these hemorrhages are harmless
and self-limiting and heal
without any residual scars.
Occasinally, if the skin is
broken and an open wound
established, even if it is
shallow, an infection can
take place and may require prompt and appropriate treatment, such as
rest of the injured area,
cold or warm compresses,
and an antibiotic if the
infection spreads and has
an associated fever.

Q. Ms. W. R. writes that
her mother, who is in her
70s, has a "skin condition"
which has been getting
gradually worse during
the last few years. She is
troubled with "blood
spots" appearing on the
tops of her hands and .on
her forearms from the
most trivial injury. She
has no such spots elsewhere on her body and
appears to enjoy good
health for one of her age.
-These splits-ara sottiewt-unsightly --atid
—_--regliire
about two to three weeks
to disappear. _
She asks, "Do you have
any suggestions about
treatment?"
A. You have given a
rather clear description of
small hermorrhages which
occur in your mother's
skin as a result of trauma,
even if it is mild. Her skin
is thin and atrophic from
aging, and this thinning
makes her subject to
breaking of her blood vessels. In other words, her
skin is fragile and bruises
easily.
Since these -spots" are
limited to her hands and
forearms, areas subject to
trauma, and not ellewhere
on her body, it means that
she has no serious general
tendency to bleed spontaneously such as occurs in
certain_other systemic dis-
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Enjoy your own private villa it the World's
Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped tor
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
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OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall.
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Gospel Meeting
Kirksey
Church of Christ
Jerry Joseph,Speaker
August,13th thru 18th
730 Nightly
Song Leader - Kevin Smith
Joel Smith, Regular Minister

eIt's A Movie Smorgasbord For You To Enjoy!
24 Mr. Pro ram information 753-3314
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Lloyd P. Anderson, age 38, was killed
in a tractor accident. Other deaths
reported were Mrs. C. G. Wallis, age 80,
Lee H. Pace, and Mrs. Richard Smith,
age 61.
Anthony W. Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Thomas, is taking his
basic training with the U. S. Marines at
San Diego, Calif.
Mrs. Raymond Clark has been named
as winner of the year's recipient of the
$100 arthritis scholarship for the state
award presented to the Murray
Woman's Club last spring by the
Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation.
Miss Carolyn Jean Wilson. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, was
married to Alfred Arthur Farrell,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles- logreer&-efa-;--Staxiitortt,- Conn., 6n -Aug: 3 tif tne
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
Ron Underwood of Murray., was
named as *inner of the men's singles
division of the Sun-Democrat Open
Tennis Tournament held at Paducah.
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Mrs. Corinne Whitehead of Benton
has spent many years doing historical
research of this area. One of her
favorite topics is the Cherokee Trail
Tears. For the next week or two, I will
devote this column to the research she
has done. She, along with other interested citizens are attempting to have
the entire trail designated as a national
monument, to commemorate the
Cherokees' fantastic struggle for
survival.
of itkle
Mi rlatitellead aeruie tear-years ago:
The Trail of Tears through Kentucky
begins at the Tennessee State line near
Guthrie, Kentucky. There the
Cherokees, under the supervision of
federal troops, camped near the Stage
Coach Inn in 1838 while on their forced
march west to Oklahoma. For the
Cherokees, the Trail of Tears really
began when gold was discovered on
their lands near the little Georgia town
of Dahlenoga. The Cherokees who
earlier held territorial claims to all of
East and Middle Kentucky, Tennessee
up to the Tennessee River on the west,
part of Virginia, Alabama, North
Carolina and Georgia were in the 1830's
living in the last vestiges of their
beautiful Smoky Mountains in Georgia,
North Carolina, and Tennessee.
When Andrew Jackson was elected
President, he immediately put through
Congress the Indian Removal Act. With
the Dahlenoga gold rush on, the state of
Georgia surveyed the Cherokee lands
and offered 40-acre "gold lots" to
Georgia citizens, who were issued a
ticket for each white citizen under a
public lottery scheme.
Addinginsuftto injury,the Cherokeer
were left helpless by an enactment
forbidding them to defend their rights
in court or to resist seizure of their
lands and homes or to prospect for gold
under penalty of imprisonment. The
Supreme Court of the United States
held that "the acts of the state
(Georgia) were unconstitutional," and
--7stalr -famous men as • Henry Clay,
Daniel Webster and others rose to the
defense of the indians. However, Andy
Jackson, who allegedly hated the indiens with a passion, pressed for their
complete removal.
To their white neighbors, the
Cherokee nation had met the test of
peacefulness, of Christian profession,
of amazing progress in education.
newspaper, public schools, churches,'
an alphabet devised by the fabulous
Sequoyah, a constitution and a
government patterned after our states
were among their amazing accomplishments.
Many of the Cherokees were wealthy
plantation owners. Joseph Vann, a
Cherokee planter, owned a beautiful
brick home and 800 acres. John Ross,
National Chief of the Cherokees, also
owned fine plantations and slaves.
Their property was seized by Georgia
authorities and disposed of to the lucky
lottery ticket holders. Vann and his
family escaped in the midst of flying
bullets while white men were fighting a
battle in his house to determine who
would possess his property.
The Baptist and Moravian churches
had provided missionaries to the
Cherokee nation for many years. Even

Business Mirror

these missionaries did not escape the
wrath of the gold greedy, white
population. The white missionaries
were chained together and forced to
walk many miles to jail. Once there,
they were tried and sentenced to four
years at hard labor.
In preparation for complete removal
of the Cherokees, crude stockades were
built near Calhoun, Tennessee and 7,000
•troops, under the direction of General
Winfield Scott were ordered to round up
effertikees7-They were seized in
WieirThiar'nes, Their fields, along the
roadways, their children taken from
their play and marched with only the
clothes on their backs to the stockades.
A colonel in the Confederate service
later wrote, "I fought through the Civil
War and have seen men shot to pieces
and slaughtered by the thousands, but
the Cherokee removal was the most
cruel work I ever knew."
John Ross, Cherokee National Chief,
purchased a steamboat for those who
wished to go down the Tennessee into
the Ohio Mississippi and Arkansas
rivers by water to the Oklahoma
Territory. However, most of the
Cherokees chose the overland route,
having for years known the treachery
of the upper Tennessee River around
the "boiling pot," the "suck," and the
"shoals."
In October, 1838, approximately
15,000 Cherokees met at Rattlesnake
Springs, near Charleston, Tennessee, to
By EVANS WIT
begin their long and tragic journey
Associated Press Writer
westward. It has been recordenhat the-6— NEW YORK (AP) — Americans
Indians looking upon their beloved blue don't think Jimmy Carter has shown
mountains and misty valleys for the
the toughness they want in the nation's
last time threw their arms around the
leader,an Associated Press-NBC News
trees and wepttitterly for the land they
poll Shows.
-must leave.
This perception plays a major role in
Next week, we will trace the
the continuation of the public's low
Cherokees' journey to Oklahoma.
rating of Carter's work in the White
House. In the poll taken this week, his
I recently received 'a request for
job rating was at the most depressed
information from a man from Texas, L
level of his term.
L Chandler. He was very interested in
The public perceptions of Carter were
finding out something about his
not all dark ones,, however.
relatives, especially his parents,
People's trust in Cuter,
William Monroe and Jennie Miller
distinguished from their rating of his
Chandler. They are supposedly buried
performance, was up again this month.
in the old Shilo Church cemetery. If
This continues a trend that began
there is anyone who can help this man
earlier this summer after 15 months of
find out something about the Chandlers
decline.
of Shilo, please contact me and I will
The latest poll was taken Monday and
pass on the information.
Tuesday. The majority of the 1,600

20 Years Ago

No time to be drifting apart

Copley News Service

Americans Want Carter To
Be Tougher According To Poll

telephone interviews were nornsatediesi
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By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

The Rule Of 72
--And Inflation
NEW YORK (AP) — Those rules of income now is approaching $16,000 a
thumb by which we gauge our economic year, which suggests, according to the
performance should be reviewed every rule, that the typical house might be
so often, said the financial adviser, if selling for about $40,000. But it isn't; it's
only because they get bruised by fickle over $50,000.
fate.
This doesn't mean the rule has failed;
Fate,in this instance, generally is the not at all. Financial advisers still
persistence of inflation, a factor so maintain it as a measure. But it does
generally ignored by many rules of indicate that many families are having
thumb that they point people in the a difficult time living within the rule.
wrong direction altogether.
Another rule might also be examined,
Consider,for example, the Rule of 72, the one that says a family man should
often used in calculating the number of maintain life insurance in an amount
years it takes for savings to double at four to five times his annual income.
specific rates of interest. The answer Watch out for that one; inflation does a
comes from dividing the interest rate job on it.
The assumption is that your family
into 72.
At today's maximum passbook rate should be left a sum sufficient to enable
of 5.25 percent, for example, it takes it to maintain its standard of living at
about 13.7 years, which works out to least during a readjustment period.
And that the sum should pay for
about 13 years, 8 months.
Save $1,000 'today and it becomes educations also.
apgeneralities and
Being
$2,000 in 13.7 years. But the buying
power those dollars could shrink to proximations, rules of thumb often do
under 91,000 rather than grow to $2,000, not apply at all. The "four to five
as our understanding of the Rule of 72 times" rule often cited by salesmen is
an example. The truth is that each
suggests.
In truth, the problem lies not so much family's needs are different.
One, for example, might have many
with the rule as it does with the incomplete use of it, i.e., with not using it debts that must be covered in the event
to estimate the erosion of inflation also. of death or disability. Another might
The Rule of 72 states that if you divide have a huge mortgage. Another might
thooat•of inflation..iato 72.1ou'ItOtain -have &Jig& bled.child..But some.might.
a rough idea of how long it takes to cut have no children.
In half the buying power of your dollar.,
Try dividing 10 into 72. Shocking?
A familiar rule of thumb -- that you
If God is for us, who can be
should spend no more for a home than
24 times your annual income is also against us? — Romans 8:31.
When we place our lives in the
becoming bruised by attempts to make
hands of God, there is no power that
It fit today's inflated economy.
To illustrate: The median family ultimately can defeat us.

.
Bible-Thought

before it was announced that Carter
would meet with Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Saciat at Camp David
next month to try to restart the stalled
Middle East peace talks.
Two-thirds of those interviewed said
that, in general, Carter has not been
tough enough as president in trying to
get things done. About 25 percent said
he has set the right tone and 3 percent
said he has been too tough. Six percent
were not sure.
This perception is related to Carter's
low job rating.
Among those who think Carter has set
the right tone in the Oval Office, his job
rating is a split 49-49. But among those
Who say he hasn't been tough enough,
his rating is 19-80.
Overall in this week's poll, 26 percent
of the public gave Carter a "good" or
"excellent" job rating. But 73 percent
labeled his performance "only fair" or
poor". One percent were undecided.
In the June AP-NBC News poll, 27
percent gave Carter good or excellent
marks while 70 percent rated his work
only fair or poor. Since the error
margin for a poll of 1.600 people is 3
percent, it cannot be said that this
change is a significant one.
The perception of a lack of toughnea
in Carter's actions goes beyond this
country's dealings with the Soviet
Union — the area usually mentioned in
relation to presidential toughness.
Fifty-three percent said Carter has
not been tough enough with the
Russians, while 4 percent said he had
been too tough. Thirty-four percent said
he has set the right tone. Nine percent
were not sure.
The Major bright spot for Carter is
the public's trust rating.
Forty-seven percent said you can
trust Carter to do what's right at least
most of the time. Half said you can trust
him only sometimes or air) at never
That 47-50 split compares to the 45-5,'
trust rating found in the June surve
Prior to June, the rating of the
president who had made trust a major
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campaign pledge had fallen steadily
since he took office.
Another major finding of the poll was
a substantial base of generalized opposition to a Carter re-election bid in
1980.
Half of those questioned said they do
not want Carter to run for re-election.
Thirty-eight percent said they would
like to see him run. Twelve percent
were undecided.
The nation's Democrats were split on
a Carter re-election bid. Half of the
members of his own party said they
want Carter to run for re-election. The
remaining half were not so sure: 39
percent don't want him to run and 11
percent were undecided.
Among Republicans, 26 percent
would like Carter to run, with 66 percent saying they don't want him to run.
The rest were undecided.
The crucial and large group of inoweritiem voters sput Z3-33 against -a
Carter re-election bid.
Looking at those who said they voted
for Carter in 1976, half of those said they
want to see Carter run for re-election in
1980. But 37 percent of his 1976 supporters don't want to see Carter try

again,
. In. recent months, AP-NBC News
polls and others have shown Carter
facing trouble Then matched against
potential 1980 primary of general
election opponents in 1980._But such.
findings are a reflection of the potential
opponent's popularity as well as Carter's.
The finding of this poll is significant
because it shows substantial opposition
to a Carter re-eleethin bid, regardless of who the opponent is.
As with any sample survey, the
results of the AP-NBC News polls could
differ from the results of interviews in
the sample.
For polls with 1,600 interviews, the
results should vary no more than three
percentage points either way simply
because of sample errors. That is, there
is only one chance out of 20 that the
remote ot thoirrgrtews -wturt rtmestcaidi

adults would vary from these results by
more than three percentage points.
Of course,the results could vary from
other polls because of differences in the
wording of questions, timing of interviews or the method of interviewing.

Contemporary Religious Thought

God's Word
By Bro. Darrell Ramsey
First Assembly Of God
It has been said that at one time in its
history there were only three copies of
the Bible left on earth. How glad Satan
and the other enemies of God must have
felt to have come so close to destroying
the power of the Christian world.
However, God said,"Heaven and earth
shall pass away but my words shall not
pass away." (Matt. 24:35). God has
preserved His Word and now it is
probably the all-time best seller.
The Bible was given by God to
mankind as a map for life's,journey, as
food for the soul, and as instructions to
build an abundant life. John 20:31 states
that these things were written that ye
might believe that Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of God; and that believing ye
might have life through his name. So it
is through the Scriptures that we hear
of Christ and obtain faith for salvation
(Rom. 10:17) and are furnished with
enough power to guide our lives into all
good works. (II Tim. 3:16, 17).
The irony of the whole thing is that
Christians and non-Christians alike go
out and purchase a Bible for every
member of the family and every room
in the house and do not read them.
God's Word that is suppose to be a lamp
unto our feet and a light unto our path
(Ps. 119:105) lies in the darkness of a
closet or gathers dust on a shelf until it
is taken for it's wegkly Sunday morning
stroll. It breaks my heart to see
Christian people with Bibles that are in
as good a shape as the day they bought
them. No worn covers, no wrinkled
pages, no ink marks, no tear stains
taint the Word that should be so dear to
them.
I asked God why his people had
become so cold and why they would not
sacrifice Johnny Carson or Days of Our
Lives to find the hidden riches in His
Word. Of Course the answer was they
do not love the withJall_their,lies_rt as
e they say they do. But a scripturrtri.
Numbers 23:19 also came to mind: God
Is not a man, that he should lie: neither
the son of man that heahould repent:
hath he said, and shall he not do it! or
hath he spoken,and shall he not make it
Rood? Two questions in this portion of
scripture really hit home: Rath God
said'? and Will He not do it"

As we have already discovered,
God's Word can not be destroyed. So
Satan tricks us into not taking time or
not seeing the importance of finding out
what "God hath said." He first approached Eve by asking her if God had
said she could eat fruit from any tree in
the garden. Satan knew good and well
that God had made one tree off limits.
However, he knew what if Eve did not
know what God had said he could easily
deceive her and destroy her relationship with God. Eve did not fall for this
trick because she knew what God had
said and was able to resist the attack.
Satan, being the deceiver that he is,
;tracked Eve in regard to the second
question, "Shall he not do it?" Eve
remembered that God said she would
die if she touched or ate of the forbidden
tree. Satan said, "Come on Eve, God
won't do that, you shall not die." At this
point Eve doubted God's Word and we
all know how she and Adam ate of the
tree and were driven from the garden
and God's presence and most surely
died.
Christians and people of Murray,
Psalm 89:34 says: My convenant will I
not break, nor alter the thing that is
gone out of my lips. GOD MEANS
BUSINESS! Right from the good part
about blessing people to the bad part
about pitching you head first into Hell!
The day of the Lord is at hand. Satan
tits a short while and he is going to try
to destroy every person on God's green
earth. Build yourseff,upon a foundation
that can not be destroyed: GOD'S
WORD

Robert Frezenhagen, age 18, of
Downers Grove, Ill., drowned this
morning about$8:30 in Kentucky Lake
near the Oscar Kline boat dock near
Cypress Creek at the KentuckyTennessee border. He was vacationing
on Kentucky Lake with his parents.
Another death reported was Mrs. Joe
Ben Culpepper, age 77.
The Ezell School of Beauty Culture is
now located at 306 North Fourth Street,
and open house will be held on Aug. 14,
according to Estelle Ezell, owner.
Tommy Wells, local baseball star,
has signed a bonus contract with the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
Bill Graham of Murray will compete
with over 200 other teen-age golfers for
the nation's Jaycee golf championship
in medal play at Tucson, Arizona.

30 Year Ago

_
A full staff of instructors has been
employed for both Murray High School
and Douglass High School, according to
the Murray Board of Education.
Schools will open on Sept. 7.
The Calloway County High Schools at
Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, and New Concord will open on
Aug. 23, according to Prentice L.
Lassiter, Calloway County Superintendent.
Deaths reported include Joe Wayne
McClure, infant son, and Novice
Rogers, age 49.
The Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall
will be the speaker at the revival
meeting at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church starting Aug.- It.—
Miss Bettie Thornton has returned to
Murray after a visit with her brother,
Henry Thornton and family of Casa
Grande, Arizona. °

40 Years Ago
Senator Alben W. Barkley, strongly
endorsed by the New Deal, won the U.
S. Democratic senatorial nomination on
the basis of complete returns of the
primary on Aug. 6. Barkley carried 25
precincts in Calloway County.
A super highway leading from the
Gilbertsville dam area to U. S. Highway 68 will be constructed soon, according to officials of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Inez Phillips Cravens,age 30, Mrs.
Nancy Orr Milstead, Kelly Gulledge,
age 30, and Ewen M. Farmer, age 73.
H. B. Bailey, Jr., this week opened an
optometric department in the jewelry
store of his father on the west side of the
court square in Murray.
Virginia Irvan, health nurse, will
visit the various county schools on Aug.
16 and 18 to vaccinate for typhoid fever.
Officers of the Student Council at
Woodlawn School are Cassel Garrison,
Argenteen Sills, and Viola Johnson.
Aaron Puckett. Johnnie Gus Walston,
G. W. Woods, and Aaron Burkeen,
members of the Alm High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America, and Raymond L Story,
agriculture teacher at Almo, attended
the state FFA meeting at Bowling
Green in July.

50 Years Ago

One of the greatest things which has
happened to Murray and Calloway
County in the past few years is about to
take place with the erection of a $100,000
milk plant. Stock is being sold to local
people this week.
The Calloway County Circuit Court
with Judge Ira A. Smith on the bench,
opened here on Aug. 6. The Grand Jury_
and Petit Jury were both empaneled on
that day.
Mayor T. H. Stokes and the Murray
City Council purchased a new 600 gallon
pumper fire truck for the sum of $8,750
with a nice trade in value for the old
equipment.
Deaths reported this week include
WRITE A LETTER
James Smith, age 69.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
Dr. Hugh McElrath will attend
and encouraged. All letters must be —
signed by the writer and the writer's - 1 meetings of the National Association of
Dental Examiners and the American
,addressaod phone number must be
Dental Association at Minneapolis.
included for verification. The phone
Minn., this month
be,published.
• number will not
Kirksey High School with Max Hurt
Letters should be typewritten and
will,.ope4 00 Aug-1.1.„.F.4.
---dentbleespaced--aahaeomer
pilbeck of the Bank of Murray will be
and should be on topics of general
guest speaker for the opening exercise.
interest.
W. S. Swann, Dr. W. R. Boa/and
Editors reserve the right to
Supt. W. J. Caplinger have returned
condense Or reject any letter anti
from attending a meeting of the Kenlimit frequent writers.
tucky Rotary Club held at Richmond.
Address correspondence to
Frank Albert Stubblefield, Jeff
. The Murray Ledger &
Rowlett, and Hal Gingles left Aug. 8 for
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
a three weeks motor trip to N9Wireesota.
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For 18 years Carlos Black Duncan and Bill Gentry, previously been employed at
Jr. has been in business as both of Murray.
Southside IGA foc one-andCarlos Black Painting Cu
Ms. Duncan
may
be one-half years and for six
Now, in addition to that familiar to someikfrom her years at Storey's Food
business, he and his wife past association with Hughes Giant. He has also had
Glynda have also taken on a Paint Store and Sherwin- seven years experience as a
new venture. Their new joint Williams.
painter.
business
Gentry
is
'We try to promote an
has
Black's
recently
Decorating Center on 701 atmosphere to make people received the Glidden Paint
South Fourth Street. This feel comfortable -whether certificate of achievement
•
‘tollti-'-thignjits=lkarchasingfor—eetattIntlingir
-FaTittliTerW11110Trattiratirk item ---nr• decuratiorr-a—cornBoth tht. RI2elivi, Gentry _
will do the managing and plete home," she-said.
his
wife
Bill Gentry, salesman for and Duncan invite all their
will do
the
bookkeeping.
and
the new store said he is friends
business
Also
associated
with happy to be associated with associates to come and see
Blacks' Decorating are Ruby the Blacks. Gentry has them in their new facility.

PICTURED from right are Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Black jr., Mrs. Ruby Dunt.an, and Bill Gentry, all of Blacks Decorating Center. The new store is in addition to Mr. Blacks painting
business and is located on 7'01 South Fourth.

Fisher-Price's
newest
domestic facility, located in
_Murray.
Kentucky.
has
achieved the highest ern•.,ployrnent level in its fiveyear histor;. Murray plant
officials report that approximately 650 people are
working in manufacturing
'jobs
that
support
the
company's Crib — Playpen
infant line.
• Heavy early-year orders
;'and continued trade acceptance of new product
lines have helped boost
employment at Fisher-Price
Toys to 'record-high levels,
according to Henry H.
Coords, president.
Total employment for all
Fisher-Price facilities in the
United States and abroad by
the end cd June was over
6,800, compared to total
'employment
of
approximately
5,300
in
January.
In the company's three
Western New York plants—East Aurora. Holland,
Medina—employment
and
has increased from ap• important factor in the
'record employment levels.

proximately 3,000 in January
to nearly 3,800. Over 300
employees have been added
to both the East Aurora and
Medina plants,_, and the
Holland plint has grown by
150 people since January.
On a worldwide basis, the
most dramatic growth has
come in Matamoros, Mexico,
where Fisher-Price operates
a facillty devoted to sewing
soft toys. The Matamoros
employment level has grown
from around 500 in Janliary
to over 1,100 in June. The
build-up in part reflects the
large number of plush or
soft toys ,in-the 1478 line.
Much bf the increase in
domestic employment stems
from intensified production
schedules to meet the peak
buying demand in the preChristmas - months.- At the
East Aurora
plant, for
example, 14 assembly crews
are now running, twice the
number that were operating
in January.
Commenting on the employment increases, Henry
Coorcis said. "The acceptance of new products
this year has been the most

,Histarically, ='early summer
is the time we add people to
our-facilities, but this year
the. demand
has
been
greater than ever:7_,
Fisher-Price in February
Introduced over 40 new
products, the most ,in the 48year history of the company,
to buyers during a round of
national and international
toy fairs. Several new items
were sold out by the end of
.the year's first quarter,
including -Talk-to-Me Player
dr Books," an audio-visual
system that employs a handheld phonograph to add
sound to specially prepared
storybooks.
Bases on early order
patterns. Coords predicts
record sales for Fisher-Price
in 1978. A Division of The
Quaker — Oats
Company,
Fisher-Price had sales of
$214 million last year. The
East Aurora-based company
is
the
world's
largest
producer of infant and
preschool toys and has in
recent years broadened ita
product line to anclude toys
for children in the early
school grades.

— Building products
manufacturers posted a 23 per
cent increase in profits in 1977,
benefitting from a high rate of
housing starts, improvement
in nonresidential construction,
and a further sizable annual
increase in nonbuilding
projects. The latest analysis of
the manufacturing component
of the construction industry
was released today by the F.

Bel-Air
Shopping Center,

the F. W. Dodge Division's
quarterly review of a group of
53 building products firms in
13
different
product
categories, showed a 14 per
cent sales growth during last
year. An average after-tax
profit of 50 per cent or more
was achieved by firms in three
categories:
multi-products,
gypsum, and heating and
ventilating equipment.

As:same% INC

Wilson Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc. is happy
to announce the association of Thomas Herndon to
their business. Herndon is a native of Murray and lives
here with his wife and son.

Wilson Inc. & Real Estate
Agency, Inc. is happy to announce that Thomas (Tom
Herndon is now associated
with their office as a Reel
Estate Salesman.
Tom was reared in Hazel
and graduated from Hazel
High School. After military
service, he graduated from
Murray State with a BS in
Agriculture. He has practical

knowledge of farming and is
qualified to help you in buying
or selling your farm. He also
has had building experience
as a carpenter, and was a
rural mail carrier for 17
years. He invites his friends to
call on him.
Tom, with his wife Imogene
and son Randy, presently
resides on the A. B. Lassiter
Rd. near Murray.

Mrs. Elain
the Greek
specializes
MURRAY
Todd. Sorr

U.
NEW YO
U.S.
dolla
plunge on
exchange m
up the natio
making im

pensive
Money. That's the reason
women in the coal regions of
Kentucky seek and accept
the dirty and hazardous job
of a coal miner.
"The money. That's the
biggest part of it," said a
45-year-old divorced mother
of six who abandoned her
$'2.65-an-hour job with an
Kentucky
eastern
police
department to become a
miner for Consolidation Coal
Co. in Middlesboro.
"You know you have tu
make a living," she added
and you don't want to be
on 'welfare, food stamps and
all that when you're able to
work."
Another woman, a 29-yearold divorced mother of one
son, agreed that money is
what prompted her to accept
a $60-a-day mining job with
Consolidation.
P. Kay Colemen, women's
career administrator for-

We represent the finest,Insurance companies
in the business. such
* St. Paul Fire & Marine
• West American* Western Surity
* Fireman's Fund American Life.
* New.HampAhire Insurance Group
• Contineital Insurance Co.

W. Dodge Division of
McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Company.
An authority on the construction market, McGrawHill Information Systems
Company is noted for its
Dodge Reports on construction activity and Sweet's
Catalog Files of building
product information.
The latest report. based on

WILSON
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

Ashland Oil, confirmed that
women become coal miners
for the same reasons men
do: "Women work because
they need to," she said.
Although women still are a
small force in the industry,
statistics show that they are
gaining. According to coal
industry figures, there were
no women known to be
employed among the 190,000
coal miners in 1973; today,
women hold approximately
1,000 mining jobs. Women,
though, comprise only 2.2
percent of all employment in
the industry and only 0.2'
percent of those actually in
mining coal.
How to increase that
percentage was the subject
of a recent conference in

FORT WORTH. TX—Radio
Shack has moved its international headquarters to
new offices at One Tandy
Center in downtown Fort
Worth, Texas.
The recently completed 19story building, which will also
serve as headqUarters for
Radio Shack's 'parent corn:
pony, Tandy Corporation, is
part of an office-sbopping
complex currently under
construction.
Tandy Center will feature a
3-level galleria of retail shops
surrounding an ice-skating
rink, and has 27 acres of
parking connected to the
building complex by what is
said to be the only privately
owned subway in North
America'
Radio Shack presently has
more than 6,500 stores and
dealers in all 50 states and
Canada and fnore than 400
stores overseas operating
under the name Tandy International Electronics.
The company manufactures
and sells a complete line of
electronics products for home
entertainment, hobbyists and
experimenters
and
is
presently leading the "personal" computer field with
their Radio Shack TR.S-80
Microcomputer System.
manufactured in Fort Worth.
Correspondence to the firm

• Fidelity and Deposit
• Fireman's hind Insurance
• Hartford Insurance Group
* Home Insurance Co.
• Kentucky Insurance Co.
*-Ohio- Casualty
I TAP 401.1 .i.,tt. WON

Washington sponsored by the
League of Women Voters
Education Fund.
Kentucky's leadership in
providing access to coal
mining jobs for women
provided fodder for much of
the discussion at the conthough
ference,
Tom
Ebendorf,
compliance
director of the Kentucky
Commission
Human
on
Rights, emphasized that the
access often had to be won
by threat of legal action.
Through public hearings'
begun in 1975, during which
the Kentucky Commission
inquired
into
the
employment record of U. S.
Steel, a number of complaints
were
generated
charging sex discrimination

in employment by coal until females comprised :1
companies. Since then, the percent of the company's
commission has investigated
work force. Similar hiring
approximately
15
com- ratios were established in
panies; while many com- settlements
with
other
plaints are still pending, all companies mining coal in
but one of the completed Kentucky.
cases have been resolved
Federal officials have said
without going to court.
they will target the coal
The commission's first mining industry for a crackcase was resolved in June down
employment
on
1976 with Gibraltar Coal Co., discrimination, adding that
with
the
agreement companies found to be
providing that one of every fostering
discriminatory
four new employees hired by practices could lose their
Gibraltar would be a woman federal contracts.

MEET

AN

AWARD-WINNING
IN
MURRAY

LISTENER

should now be addressed to:
Radio Shack, One Tandy
Center, Fort Worth, Texas
76102.

FORT WORTH, TX—Radio
Shack stores in the U. S.
recorded sales of $69,265,000
for the month of June 1978, a 20
percent gain over sales of
$57,711,000.in June 1977. Sales
of U.S. Radio Shack stores in
existence more than one year
climbed 13 percent for the
month.
Tandy Corporation, parent
company of the Radio Shack
store chain, announced that
sales for the month of June
were 583,869.000, an increase
of 18 percent over June 1977
sales of $70.796,000.
Earnings for the fiscal year
ended June 30. 1978 are expected to be released In midAugust.

David King, C.LU
Regional General Agent

Integon life Insurance Corp. salutes David, whose outstanding
formance in Murray made him a member of Integon's

1978 PRESIDENT'S
ROUND TABLE

The Presidnet's Round Table is one of the highest awards an Inlegon
representative can receive. David's membership in this dub signifies his
excellence in insurance sales and service to his Murray clients.
Put this excellence to work for you. Give David
a call today. Hell be
listening.

753-8355
at
901 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.
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WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. Integon Corp. reported today
record sales and earnings
for the April-Jiipe quarter
and for the six months
ended June 30.
All
major subsidiaries
were profitable, and all
showed excellent gains said
Integon Corp. President J.
E. Collette
.
'Tor tRie three months,
income
operatibiTs—of $379-Inillion, -at
64 cents per share," Collette
said. "That was the corporation's 10th consecutive
record quarter." On a per
share
basis,
the
1978

Tlã'd

arming and is
you in buying
farm. He also
experience
, and was a
1er for r
his friends to
wife Imogene
, presently
A. B. Lassiter
y..

comprised
company's
imilar hiring
established in
with
other
ining coal in
ials have said
get the coal
for a crackemployment
adding that
und to be
iscriminatory
d lose their
Is.

quarterly numbers were 49 $4.7
million, or 75 cents a
percent over the same share
for six months of 1977.
period of 1977. Consolidate
Integon had 6,224,520 shares
revenues for April through outsta
nding
for
these
- June rose 15 percent, from
periods.
$44.6 million in 1977 to $51.4
The company's largest
million this year.
subsidiary, Integon
Life
Six months income from Insura
nce Corp., reported
operations
totaled
$6.4 income from operations of
million, or $1.03 per share,
up 39.2 percent per share. $4.8 million, 34.7
percent
The -prior year's results greater than mid-year
1977
Were,$4.6 million': or 74 c'ellir--regat3per
share.
Consolidate reached $71.7
revenues for -six months
percent. Life
intho,17.3
insurance- --exceeded $100 million.
premiums, $33.7 million,
Net income reached $6.3 were up 11 percent. Health
million at mid year, or $1.02 insurance premiums .rostper share, compared with 22.6 percent, to $22.6 million
.

General
direction
was
strongly,
- upward. Leading

Mrs. Elaine Harrison displays one of the many styles
of glassware from her new shop
the Greek Corner. The new shop, located in the
Dixieland Shopping Center,
specializes in etched glassware as well as silver, pewter
and barvvare. In last week's
MURRAY NEWS BRIEFS we incorrectly identified Mrs.
Elaine Harrison as Mrs. Elaine
Todd. Sorry for the mix up Mrs. Harrison.

General (OTC), to 101
/
2 from
1144; Liquid Transporters
(OTC), to 12% from 13/
1
2;
General Energy (OTC), to
9% from 9h.

gainers: American Air Filter (NYSE), to 32%
from 27'h.
(NYSE), to 32vz from 2124; Greatest decline
s: Dollar

U.S. Dollar Value Plunge But Gold Prices Climb

NEW YORK (AP) — The dollar's wake.
As the dollar
U.S.
dollar's
continuing was passing below the 200plunge on world foreign Japanese
.yen and 2.00-mark
exchange markets is fouling levels,
considered
up the nation's trade deficit, psychological barrier
s, the
making imports more ex- price of gold was
breaching
pensive
and
creating a barrier of its own, the $200
problemb
ri,,mark, which 1passed
tourists abroad who want to through at the end of
July.
exchange their dollars for
And last week, is the
the currency of the country dollar hit new lows
against
they are visiting.
the West German, Swiss and
But it's proving a boon to French currencies, gold
was
investors in gold.
seteng records in London
-In times like these, you and Zurich, the
world's
see people going into gold as major gold markets.
a hedge against the troubles
The records it broke,
of the foreign exchange levels just short of
$200,
markets," said Robert Guy, were set late in 1974,
just
a director of London's N.M. before
Americans
were
Rothschild 8, Sons Ltd. allowed to own gold
for the
merchant bank and the first time in four decades
.
director of its gold bullion
President
Franklin
D.
trading.
Roosevelt had banned gold
When the dollar goes ownership in 1933 to prevent
down, gold almost invariably bank depositers from trying
goes up — up, in recent to beat the effects of the
days, t‘) levels above $200.
Great Depression by withAnd right now, the dollar drawing their money from
is going down. "Nobody, just banks in gold.
nobody loves the dollar,"
Roosevelt also froze the
said one London foreign price of gold at $35 an
exchange dealer last week ounce, and it stayed there
as the U.S. currency slid to until 1968, when the world's
new lows against the West central banks released it for
German mark, Swiss franc free trade on world markets.
and French franc.
Why the popularity now?
Enter gold. Worth $169.50 "Because it's different,"
an ounce on the London says one New York trader
market at the beginning" of who requested anonymity.
the year, it's risen in the He says gold just happens to

be the popular investment of
the moment, helped by a
mystique that gold has
because it's an investment
that is more than just a
piece of paper.
"I like to believe that this
mystique spes.--Imick tGthç
Thirties, in-- Europe and
especially Germany, where
if you got thrown out, the
best way to take your riches
with you was to put a bar of
gold in your pocket," he
said. "It's something that's
tangible
and
easily
moveable."
David/Palmer, a foreign
currena expert for the
Bank of America, said that
while gold has shown a
better rise in recent weeks
than foreign currencies, it
also is likely to fall further
than currencies if the tide
reverses.

-The potential of gain is
much greater for gold than
it is for currency," he said,
"but where there's a large
potential for gain, there's
also a large potential for
loss."
In
other
business
developments
this
past
week:
—Organization"
of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries officials would not
confirm reports that OPEC
will meet in September to
raise oil prices by 5 percent
to
15
percent.
The
organization's
next
scheduled meeting is in
December, and oil industry
observers expect the cartel's
members to take the action
then.
A
price
rise
would
probably be effective in

rise of 1 cent to 3 cents per
gallon in American gasoline
and heating oil prices.
—Chrysler Corp said it
would sell its European carand
truckmaufacturing
operations
to
PeugeotCitroen of France for 1426_
million in cash and stock,
making Peugeot Europe's
largest automaker.

surprise, but is expected to
improve the financial condition of the Chrysler by
providing added cash and
ridding the nation's No. 3
automaker of marginally
profitable units, _ wecially__
the British operation. But et
cuts Chrysler's reputation as
a worldwide concern.

LAST NEGATIVE — Hunter Love, left, who owned and
operated Love's Studio in Murray with his recent
retirement, is presenting Gerald Carter, owner of Carter
Studio, with the last negatives made at his studio. Carter
now has all of Love's negatives on file as a special
service to the people of Murrat This will enable former
Love's Studio customers to order pictures made by Love
anytime within approximately the past 25 years.

----For most young people,
a part-time job is the first real opportunity to
earn and manage
money. Parents should
use this opportunity to.
teach good habits of
thrift and the uses of
money.

THE BEST PROTECTION
*LIFE INSURANCE
*FIRE INSURANCE
*AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
309 s. 5th

RAY T. BROACN
N. TERRY BROACN
753-4703

January, and would moan a
************************************

We're always happy to help people of any age
with advice on money management. Could we
help you?

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY

NY

Member FDI(

*******************************

***********************

******

BENNETT St ASSOCIATES
Group insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
Representing

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273

rds Jn Integ,,n
ub signifies he,
'ems.
today. Hell he

Hometown Ford
Rents Cars?

.••••INNMarkin

Inwood tn

°or,

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

SECURITY FEDERA

Yes We Sure Do!
New
• The fact is that we are very much in the
Auto Rental Business.

Money Market Certificates
6 Month's

• Remember we are never very far away and
can give you that personal service.

For example, August 10th through August 16th the
rate is 7.42% which is 1/40/0 more than the
treasury bill.
Each 'leek's Rate is
Based on the Treasury Auction

Minimum Depoc

5.92% Effective
Annual Yield
$500 Minimum
Deposit

All accounts are insured up to S40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

New
8 Year Certificate
8%
8.33% Effective Annual Yield
$1,000 Minimum Deposit
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Giants Plummet To 3rd Place
As Dodgers Cop 7th Straight

Associated Press
'aced North.
for the third time this his 19th save of the season. bonier and Bake McBride
Cinderella took a fall
Ron Cey, who homered to season with a two-hitter. The A . one-out single by Jeff
Cardinalls 3, Mats 1
Friday night in the National out Los Angeles ahead 3-2 in left-hander,
14-8,
was Burroughs and a walk to Joe
League
Garry Templeton's two-run
West and
was :he sixth, only to see Mike reached for singles .by Nolan preceded Murphy's
replaced by some familiar Ivies pinch-hit RBI single Manny Trillo in the second game-winning hit
double in the 12th broke a 1' 1 tie and gave St. Louis its
faces.
Phillies 15, Pirates 4
le it in the ninth, warned and Bill Buckner in the
The storybook tale of the against anyone expecting seventh
victory.
The Ptullies erupted for
San Francisco Giants, who 3verconfidence
Dennis Lamp,. Who lost his nine runs in the third inning
in
the
Starters Silvio Martinez
have led the NL West for Dodgers.
five in the sixth to for
12th game in 17 decisions, and
the Cards and Jerry
most of the season, took a
Elsewhere in the NL, has been pitching well all blast the Pirates. They had Koosman for the Mets
turn for the worse when the Montreal blanked the Cute year despite his poor record. seven hits and sent up 13
matched scoreless innings
defending
NI. champion 1-0, Atlanta did the same to The only run scored off the batters in the third.
until Tony Scott homered for
Orantes, who has won 28 seeded Janet Newberry, 74, Dodgers beat them 4-3 and Houston,
Steve Cariton, breezing to St.
tflf
Philadelphia rookie, who gave up just
Louis in the eighth. The
6111.
.
—
31-teiatehei-iirhile-issiniiiair over Iasi place in the pumnaled PittAliurg 15-4 four. hits, came 1-n the sixth. his llth victory, had two hits
,Mets tied it in the bottom of
Jimmy Connors the king of this tournament three times 'were ortereuptea ery ram
--and—divisiant---The-Giame-4404.--gt:
G
.Lbe. inning. Qa—ii.
Aicaa tennis, sees Ili. b—lita appearances. ad- delayed for more than three behind Cincinnati into third Mets 4-1 in
error by Trillo reading-A- tnztnairt --laid
12 innings.
Walk tcrIbtrft Str
year-ok. John McEnroe
vanced with a 6-2, 6-1 inc- hours.
place. as the Reds blanked
moved to third on Andre
Reds 2, Padres I
the heir to his throne.
tory over Jeff Borowiak.
••His pace slowed down a San Diego 2-0
George Foster doubled Dawson's double and scored
'-He's
the future
of
.Higueras set up the little bit," said Connors
Giants
reliever Randy home Dave Concepcion from on Tony Perez' sacrifice fly
American tennis. American possibility of a title match about his match. •1 wasn't Moffitt walked Bill North
first base in the ninth, then to deep center.
tennis lies on his shoulders," between Spain's top singles afraid,'that's for sure. If I'm with the bases loaded in the
Braves 1, Astros 0
the Reds added an insurance
;Connors said Friday after players by upsetting second- going to lose, I'm going to bottom of the ninth to force
run when Johnny Bench arid arry McWilliams and Gene
scoring a 3-6, 6-1. 6-1 seeded Guillermo Vitas of lose like I win. I'm not in the winning run as the
Ken Henderson walked to Garber combined on a
triumph over the 1978 NCAA Argentina, 4-6, 6-1. 64. going to horse around or Dodgers won their fourth
and
Dale
load the bases and relief three—hitter
rhampion in quarter-final Barazzutti ended Sweden's change to any other kind of ttraight
against
San pitcher Doug Bair singledt" Murphy drove in the only
action of the $210,000 6811-1 Kiell
Joharuison's
title game.
Francisco and their seventh home Foster.
_ run with a sixth-inning
U.S. Open Clay Courts tennis hopes, 6-2, 6-4.
"I was having trouble with game in a row.
Bair, who relieved Bill - single as the Braves edged
championships.
The women's title match that the day before ... I
Joe Ferguson pinch-bit a Bonham and got is fifth Houston.
Connors, who will be 26 tonight
pairs 18-year-old don't like to jump out in a oneout single in the ninth victory in nine decisions,
. McWilhama, 5-0 since
next month, said MrEnroe's amateur
Dana
Gilbert tournament
start and Lee Lacy singled with combined with the Cincinnati being promoted to the'"
and
move to the top may be a against Argentina's Viviana playing my best tennis. two out. Moffitt took
over
majors, defeated the Astros
couple of years down the Gonzalez, 20. Both scored Sometimes it just happens. for loser Gary Lavelle, a-o, starter for a seven-hitter.
for the second time in a
Expos
1,
Cubs
0
-1:ne, but that he could upset victories in • Friday's You've got to pace yourself, walked Dave Lopes and
then Ros Grimsley beat the Cubs week and Garber registered
remain there for eight to 10 serrufinal.
just like a ladder.
years.
Gilbert, the No. 2 player
"I was serving well, said
Connors third victory in on UCLA's women's team. Higueras,
defeated
who
as many meetings with
who is No. 134 in the Vilas for the first time ever.
McEnroe sends him into
Women's Tennis Association
you beat
"Any time
today's semifinals at the
ratings. spoiled sixth-seeded someone like Vitas, it's a
indianapolis Racquet Club Jeanne Evert's bid to claim great feeling. Tennis is
against defending champion the title her sister Chris won getting very difficult for
/11anuel Orantes of Spainhere four consecutive years, everyone. The players 'are
By TOM CANA VAN
The pairing is a rematch of 1-6,6-2. 7-5.
Grant on a 3-yard touchdown
getting tougher and no one
There's no crosstown or
Who
said
preseason pass
- last year-a- bile showdown
and Mike Mosely intrastate rivalry when the
-Gontalez defeated fourth can take any match lightly."
boring?
football
is
'won by Orantes, 6-1, 6-3.
kicked a pair of field goabi New Orleans Saints host the
Where else could you find in
Italy's Corrado Barazzutti
the
first half .for Miami. Dolphins but there
a renewal of the Super
plays Spain's Jose Higueras
Washington.
may be a feud when Dobler
Bowl,
a New York -City civil
in the other semifuel.
Etarty Smith plungid-in
ices TO-WTe.— — --war fought in
Jersey, a the end
zone from a Yard
Dolphins'
Tow*,
a
neighborhood
brawl
in out, Dave
Rolla& sacked linebacker, put Dobler's Fu
California. a duel between
Theismann in the end zone Manchu
mustache All
Conrad Dobler and Steve for
MISS YOUR PAPER?
a safety and Chester abristle with comments from
Towle and a re-enactment of
Marcol booted a field goal the Miami training camp
bolouribers wee hove ow
the Battle of Lake Erie all for
the Packers' points.
Lexington--Candy
McGuire
roamed Oar beepoulellvered
of
Lee
regarding the playing style
in the second week of play?
Another minor war will be of
Jackson dropped a 6-3,
Lexington to capture
CO/I 111 lb. Ilerny ledger t
alleged
NFL's
the
The Super Bowl champion
in progress in Los Angeles' meanest man and the Saints
6-1
decision
the girls' 16 doubles
to
Tars by 5:30 p.. Ilea*
Dallas .Cowboys and the
when
Louisville's Nina Leigh
defeating
the San
title,
Diego All-Pro offensive guard.
Fria or by 3:31. "AIL ee Saw
Denver Broncos won't be
Chargers
Howard
Murrayans
in
girls'
Robyn
the
meet the Los
16
The wisecracking Dobler.
d/ft e aged te cd 7V1-1,116
.playing Saturday for the
-AngeleS Rams for bragging who enjoys his reputation
singles final in the
Cathy
and
Burke
between 5:36 pa- end 6 p.a..
National Football League
rights of Southern California. but says it is unearned,
Kentucky Junior Closed
Outland, 6-3.
ileadoe-Froba. 41•4:36
championship or a $15,000
Last year in the preseason offered to "let me arid
tennis
tournament
Jackson
adhad
tad 4 p.m Selhordem're Oars
paycheck. as they did in
meeting between the two Towle meet at midfield and
Friday, but that didn't
singles
vanced
the
to
itersoaper.. Cab
&Emery a
Super
Bowl
XII
last teams, San
keep her from bars* a
final-with.a SA, 6-4.6-8
Diego quar- whoever walks away wins
soma by pansil by 5p.-.
January, hiut they
champion.
victory
terback James Harris, a the
over
Orleans
Miami-New
playing for something just
ireahdays _ye 4 pat. faterdises
Louisville's
former Ram, threw for 334 'game.
Cathy
as
important — pride.
to goerwee, delivery
Jackson teamed with
yards arid three touchdowns
Ramser. Thursday.
That may not happen but
"The fact that it's a
./
as the Chargers edged Los there
should
be some
sellout in Denver, that it's a
Horse Racing
Angeles 26-25 on a last- fireworks.
Saturday
afternoon
game
on
SARATOGA
SPRINGS,
second field goal.
The Cleveland Browns and
N.Y. (AP) — .Seattle Slew, national TV and the fact we
Both the Chargers and Buffalo Bills should stage
Value
the 1977 Triple Crown played in the Super Bowl Rams, who will
not
face
Battle
the
Lake
Erie
of
winner,
will
race
at will indicate that there is each
other during the when they meet Saturday.
Saratoga Racecourse in a likely to be a little more regular season,
will be Both clubs are 0-1 in
$25,000 allowance race in his fire," Dallas Coach Tom looking
Parl'onating Contain Os
for their initial 1978 preseason but have already
first start since May 14 Landry said.
exhibition victory('
Murray & Paducah
,played twice in scrimmages.
"Naturally there's a little
when he was sidelined by an
added incentive on the par
injury at Aqueduct.
Trainer Doug Peterson of our players this week as
said Seattle Slew would start Dallas did stop us from
today whether the track is being world champions,
fast or not. Seattle Slew was said Denver Coach Red
given a final workout Friday Miller, whose Broncos were
morning, and Peterson said defeated - 27-10
by
the
the 4-year-old was ''super."
Cowboys
in
the
Super
Bowl.
Opening Saturday August 12th
Incentive may also be the
"Our only objective is the
Marlboro Cup on ISeptember key word when the Jets and
Broadway at 14%-radecak, Ky.
16. and we don't care how Giants meet for the Neu
(502)442-7083
we get there," Peterson York City championship ir
•
said.
the Meadowlands Saturda
night.
Nine years have passe.:
since the Jets defeated the
Giants 37-14 in the first
efhibition game in 1969. But
the fanfare that game attracted- has not
and the rivalry still has
meaning. '
"These guys run into each
other. in
the
same
restaurants.
There's -a
rivalry here," said Giants
701
_I
,
Coach
John
McVay.
"Nobody wants to be on the
short end. It's an intense
504
rivalry and it's important to
win."
30-7.
Jets wide receiver Richard
Caster agreed.
10 -=
"It's for the championship
of New York City, even
though they play In New
10-4
,.=
Jersey now," Caster said.
"The game is more tradition
Seventy-two degrees is what some people consider
304
now than anything ,else. I
a"nice" air conditioned temperature. Apparently
they
know quite a few of the
7*don't realize 72 degrees is Costing them 42
percent
Giants. I want to do well.
more than the recommended temperature
ft's a good challenge."
Fohevery degree below the recommended 78, the
In other NFL action
Fly model planes and kites in open fields well away from
cost of cooling increases about 7 percent. Conversely
Saturday, it is St Louis at
,
power lines. Don't try to retrieve a kite or plane entangled
for every degree above 78, cooling cost falls
Chicago, Detroit at Cin7 percent.
in the wires.
cinnati, Atlanta at PittIt doesn't take a.genius to see which way to
go. And,
sburgh, Baltimore at Tampa
Carelessness plus electricity equals trouble. Respect elecwhat's the difference between 72,and 78? You
probably
Bay, Minnesota at Kansas
won't notice any . . until you get your next
tricity and never touch a power line. Never touch anything
electric bill.
City, Seattle at San Franthat is touching a power line. Look up and live.
cisco and New England at
Oakland.
On Monday. Philadelphia
plays Houston.
In Friday's only NFL
_game, „quarterback
jrta
• or
Thalmann
Tanwirr
Reamon
with a fourth
quarter 15-yard touchdown
pass as the Washington
Redskins defeated the Gr.,
401 Olive Si
153-5312
Bay Packers 20-12.
Theismann also hit Frank
gittray Mayfield

Hay
5-U
Assoc
SUTTON,
Hayes, a sot
of golf,
great playe
selves" on t
that's what
every round.
After a sl
made adjus
his putting
Friday in
of the
Valley Classi
The moves
29-year-old
saved par w
putt on th
eaug
birdies on th
That gave
66 for the
total of 133
stroke lead

Connors Whips McEnroe
To Set Up '77 Rematch

D's,

FISH
DINNER

NFL's Second Week
Promises Exciting Action

Enjo

SPECIAL
$199

BE
Make t
WORLD"
-Luxurious i
suites, corn
• Lighted T
• Resident T
• Unique T
• Sailing &
• Golf Priyil
• On Premis
-• Privete
• Water Skri
• Social Dir
• Sir Lance
• Nitely Dan
Entertain
• The Oyster

Jackson Wins One,
Loses One, At Closed

Irt

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet

• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies
$244 S

Fine Clothing

Safety
First!

Murray Electric
System

72

ISA
COSTLY
UMBER

West Ky./Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
4

I En
• CAUSEW

I

Courtney C

•Commer
D Golf Pac
•NAME._
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Hayes Lucky Putt Starts
5-Under To Ind-Rotind Lead

e McBride
Meta 1
i's two-run
• broke a 1, Louis its
Martinez
and Jerry
the Meta
inning,s
.... tor
eighth. The
bottom of
- loaded
rria:

Os.

Associated Press
SUTTON, Mass.—Mark
Hayes, a soft-spoken student
of golf, believes "really
great players help themselves" on the course - and
that's what he tries to do in
every round.
After a slow start, Hayes
made adjustments in both
his putting and his swing
Friday in the second round
of the $225,000 Pleasant
Valley Classic.
The moves paid off for the
29-year-old Oklahoman. He
saved par with a very shaky
putt on the eighth green,
birdies on the next 10 holes.
That gave Hayes a 5-under
66 for the day and a 36-hole
total of 133, good for a 2stroke lead over defending

champion -Ray Floyd and
Bob Gilder at the halfway
mark of the 72-hole competition at Pleasant Valley
Country Club.

constantly
makes
adjustments in his game,
adding: "I've experimented
as much as 30 times in a
round."
"I started very slow,
Floyd, who trailed by just
poorly, and thought I was
one stroke with a 67 in the
losing what I had got going
first round, slipped to a 68
ing.the first round," Hayes
for his 11th consecutive subsaid. "I took a bogey with par
round here since 1965.
three putts on the first hole
He quipped: "This course is
and felt very uncomfortable. for
this horse."
"After the putt on the
Gilder picked up two
eighth caught the lip and
went in, I made some ad- strokes with a masterful 65,
justments and everything moving into a tie with Floyd
started to fall into place. It for second at 135. Newlycrowned
PGA champion
!t.
-badJutin MahaVermoved into a
good round."
tie at 136 with Craig Stadrei
Hayes, the 1977 Tour- and
Graham
Marsh.
nament Players Association Mahaffey and
Marsh each
champion but winless on the shot 65s and Stadl
er 67 in
tour this year, said he the second round
.

cause_vvqy fin
Make this "COMPLETE RECREATIONAL
WORLD" your headquarters for your visit
to WALT DISNEY WORLD

.Luxurious informality! Beautifully appoi
nted
suites, completely air-conditioned, all with rooms and
Color TV.
• Lighted Tennis Courts
• Orange Peel Coffee Shop
• Resident Tennis Pro
• Fishing*
• Unique Tennis Boutique
• Ping Pong
• Sailing & Boating*
• Sauna Baths
• Bolt Privileges
• Escorted Tours
• On Premises Putting Green
• Olympic Heated Pools
- • PrtIrSte
oa, Garagflooms
• Water Skiing/Instructor*
• Children's Play City
• Social Directors
• Lawn Games
• Sir Lancelot Lounge
• Laundromats
• Nitely Dancing &
• Tortoise Lounge*
Entertainment
• Planned Activities
• The Oyster Bars Restaurant *
• Cocktail Parties
• Camelot Restaurant
• Bartke's Dinner Theatre
• Gift Shop
• Shuffleboard*

I

PORT
Billingham Paces Tigers;
Brewers Whip Bosox

Associated Press
Bet you can't you name
the eight major league
pitchers who posted at least
10 victories in-aach af__the
past eight
-There's
Tom Seaver, Steve Carlton,
Phil Niekro, Gaylord Perry,
Bert Blyleven, Don Sutton,
Ferguson Jenkins and...er,
uh...
Would you believe Jack
Billingham?
The
35-year-old
righthander,
acquired
from
Cincinnati last spring, won
his seventh game in a row
with a six-hitter and boosted
his record, to 12-5 Friday
night as the streaking
Detroit Tigers downed the
Chicago White Sox.
It was the sixth complete
game in the last 10 starts
for Billingham, who finished
what he began only 62 times
in 252 -National League

Enjoy your Florida Vacation
at the Exciting
BEACH RESORTS

Could
you say
"NO!"
to this package?
• days/7 isights--reem accammodations
• ilevad-trip treasfers to and from letport
• invitattan to war Meads, "Get gatuala
ted"
Rem Prima Party
• a trips te Walt Dimly World
admission, Us traasier, 8-Adventure
7ititst task Par PIMA
• Admission lata The
lath Centineet/Basek
tier/ens, Melees( hims trassfsrs
• Camplimentary
an ti S from
pepping
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2 5X7

NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES

351 auto air, p.s., p.b., 2 door,silver and Burgandy,
low mi.
77 Lime& Continental
4 door, white and blue, one owner, Luxury plus.
78 Mercury Caput
2-door,Blue andthamiois,low miles. a fine car.
76 MeaatCslia
One owner2 door white and red Priced to sell
76 Memory Illimordi
2 door dark brown
78 LTD
IA. Blue vinyl interior,351
.62 door, atr,nauto., p.s.,p.b.
77 LTD II Station Wagon
All necessary equipment'Ford Demo'yellow.
77 LTD Squire Station Wagon
Blue vi/woodgrain real fancy -Ford Demo.
71
2 door Russett outside, Velour inside
74 Chevrolet Mate(Arlo
2 door, real sharpe, ready to go, beige and brown.
74 Mb
White,2door, low mileage, auto., air.
77 Cedilla Sala Devils
Beige,4 door all extras including C.B. Radio. Make
us an offer.
74 LID Lander
4 door, It. Jade and White,4,000mi. one owner,a good
buy for the best.
78 LTD
Ford Demo.2.000 miles. 4 door, white-brown with
brown cloth interior.

Rankin Heads North Hills

B The Associated Press
AMER WAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet.
Boston
71 42
828
New York
65 46
.570
Milwaukee
62 49
.559
Detroit
62 50
554
Baltimore
61 53
535
Cleveland
52 00
464
Toronto
44 69
389
WERT
Kaman City
63 49
.563 California
64 53
.547
Iv:
Oakland
61 57
517 5
Texas
54 57
486 IPs
Minnesota
48 85
425 15%
Chicago
46 67
407
Seattle
42 74
362 213
174
Friday's Games
Oakland 2-2, Minnesota 04
. Milwaukee 10, Boston 5
New York 2, Baltimore 1. 6 innings.
rain shortened
Kansas City 9. Toronto It, 10 timings
Texas 8, Cleveland 2
'Detroit 7, Chicago 3
California 3, Seattle 1
•
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee 'Caldwell 14-4 and Travers
74)at Bodice (Wright 6-2 and Heisler 24),2, Ici-o)
Tpiaa Matlack 6-9) at Cleveland
(Clyde 541
Oakland (Renko 641 at Minnesota Perm/mad 111
aMaa Ctty (Splittorff 1341 at Toronto
(Panty 641, In)
New York (Beattie 24) at Baltimore
(Flanagan 14-10). I iu
Detroit (Staton 124) at Chicago K raver 7-111,(n)
California (Knapp 114 and Aase 137 at
Seattle Walborn 3-8 and Mitchell 5-11), 2,
In)
%May's Games
Kansas City at Toronto
Oakland at Minnesota, 2
Texas at Cleveland
New York at Baltimore
Milwaukee at Boston
Detroit at Chicago
California at Seattle
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
• L
Pet. GA
Philadelphia
In 50
554
Chicago
58 55
513 44
Montreal
55 61
474 9
Pittsburgh
51 ao
459 liPs
New York
48 67
417 154
St Louis
46 69
WO • 174
WFST
Los Angeles
66 48
SW
Clnekinati
67 48
543
4
San Francisco
67 49
578 1
San Diego
SS SS
500 10
474 II
Hooke
12 lit
"441- 14
Friday's Beads
T,
-agilL
••
4
innings
Plibdolpids A,emosiwo 4
Alkoll I,IWO*
raised!1,au MP 0
Ion Angeles 4,Ian Francisco 3
Satistiley's Games
PIttsburyth Illibby 641 at Plidsdelph.
6-71

Connors, Bjorn Borg and
Guillermo Vilas are among
the missing stars.
Buchholz did not say how
the additional prize money
was funded or would be
divided. But there had been
earlier reports W'I'T owners
had chipped in for such a
fund, and it was indicated
about half, or $250,000, would
be allocated to prizes for
individual leaders in the five
categories of league Play
-men's and women's singles,
men's and women's doubles
and mixed doubles.

FORD

$9775

.icler
they
cent

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) In the hope of attracting
more
top
male
tennis
players, World Team Tennis
is increasing its post-season
prize money for next year to
$500,000, Commissioner Earl
"Butch" Buchholz has announced.

This year, when the league
has only three of the world's
top 10 men players under
starts with Los Angeles,
contract - Vitas Gerulaitis,
losing
the
doubl
eheader Sand
Houston and Cincinnati.
y
Mayer and
The
nightcap 3-2.
The victory was the 16th
Lou Whitaker drove in Nastase - the post-season
in the last 211. games. for
-the.,-three runs-witb-a doable and. cash pot is $100,000. Jimmy
FolIrTh-place
Tigers.. ?at& a sacrifice fly. Rusty
Staub
-Mill first-place Bondi! by
-deliVered a -twozetar sitter
8'2 games" in the tightening
and Mickey Stanley rapped
American League East. The out
two hits in Detroit's sixRed Sox' lead over New run
third inning.
York was sliced to 6
Brewers 10, Red Sox 5
games when they lost to
Gorman Thomas blasted a
Milwaukee - the third-place two-r
un homer and Ben
Brewers are eight games out
Ogilvie drove in three runs
- while the Yankees edged
CARS
and collected a double and
7$ Mercury Marais Oviseghem
the Baltimore Orioles 2-1 in three
4 dour Dark Jade a fine car with everything.
singles as the Brewers
a game halted by rain after pound
78 Mercury Grail Marais
ed out 19 hits and
5'2 innings.
2 door Gold and Creme one of a kind.
snapped a five-game losing
Elsewhere, the Kansas strea
77 Chevrolet limpid
k. Milwaukee's av.ssult
2 door v.lute and red You'll think its a new one
City Royals outlasted the
on Luis Tight and two
77 Chrysler Cordoba
Toronto Blue Jays 9-8 in 10
2 door gold, all the extras, ready to go.
relievers
included
five
innings,
the
California doubles while Sal Band
78 Mesta,Mop
o had
3 door white, auto,low price,like new.
Angels downed the Seattle three
hits.
77 Pinto
Mariners 3-1, the Texas
Automatic, air, 2 door red and white, like new.
Thomas' 26th homer of the
Rangers
trimmed
the season came in a three-run
77 Pinto Station Wagon
light Green, auto, air, 16,000 ml.
Cleveland Indians 8-2 and secon
d
inning and the
the Oakland A's blanked the Brewe
76 Chevrolet Menus
rs chased Tiant in a
2+2 blue,4 speed, a gas saver.
Minnesota Twins 2-0 before two-r
un fifth.
77 T-Oird

Associated Press
Judy Rankin, the leading
MANHASSET, N.Y.—"I money winner in 1976
and
hit a foul hall into the again last year,
was the
thirdbase dugout on my leader with a 140;
thanks to
second- -shot---Then-L-401-.41.12
--Sally Little
• 1141011101 47
4rais
1/4
g
. Cart
squared away and came was next with
•—'—
a 141 after
• tilep d dill IOW Vaprid • Fresk *ewers
, through with five straight
hitting par, Jive strokes
WO
d abiegaide in room on arrival
singles before getting a few higher than her
• FIN Mid
•Compliniatary sauna
first-round
balks, pal
backside leases and pods
home runs."
68.
. From
It seemed unusual to hear
"When I got on the second
Jane Blalock, third leading tee," said Blalo
ck, who has
Per person money
winner on the Ladies a career-total of 21
wins,
4 in room
Professional Golf Association three of them
this year, "I
tour this year, talking about hit a shot far
to the left. It
8 Days • 7 Nights
baseball Friday afternoon at was the kind
Rate April 22 to December 15, 1976
of shot
the North Hills Country Thurman Muns
on (Yankees'
Club.
S A Inc
catcher) would have chased.- *At South Resort
Granted the former school
"I finally got squared
PHONE (813) 884-7561
teacher from Portsmouth, away and finish
ed with more
I Mai an
N.H., is an avid sports fan,. birdies today
MO
1111.
am ids INN Ed En NM 1•11
than I
CAUSEWAY INN BEACH RESORTS
• Free Courtesy Car Service but baseball talk at the "yesterday. That's why did
I
Courtney Campbell Causeway, TAMPA, FLORI
DA 33607
to and from airport
$100,000 teilrnament at the called them home
runs.
—1 Commercial Travelers
and other selected points
par-73, 6,143-yard course'
o Disney World Package r, Vacationers
Today was a more exciting
Golf Package
El Family Grollps
"I'm just in a happy round because of the
H Honeymoon Patkage
• Excellent Meeting Room
birdies
frame of mind and kidding even though I hit
Facilities
• NAME
all 18
around," explained Blalock greens yesterday."
• Free Self Parking
after 'shooting her second
iltDDRESS
Blalock, who already has
straight 71 that put her in a collected 680,312 in
• MODERATE RATES
18 stops
CITY. STATE, DP
deadlock with Jerilyn Britz this year, praised
the course
• See your Travel Agent
for third place in the 72-hole saying, "It
requires a
TAMPA, FLORIDA
He knows us best
classic.
variety of golf. My biggest

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

World Team Tennis
Upping Prize Money

(MI RRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

St.Louis Denny 841 at New York "Kobel 2-21
Chicago (Krukow 5-0) at Montreal 'Rogers 13-7),(n)
Atlanta (P.Niekro 14-11) at Ralston
(Rkhard 11-101,(n)
San Francisco (Knepper 1141 at Los
Angeles IJ0S. 134). In)
Chschssatl (Saver 11-10) it San Diego
(Perry 12-6).(a)
• Iliabsy's Ganes
Maur& at Philadelphia
&Loots at New York
Chicago at Montreal
Athlete at Honda
San Francisco at Las Angeles
Chicirosid at San Diego

birdie was a 40-footer with a
eight iron of the ninth hole.
-"There is no way that L
can play any harder than I
been playing over the-4
last five years."
Someone wanted to know
if Blalock has been trying
harder since Nancy Lopez practically out of contention
with a 152 (that made the
cutoff by two strokes) joined the tour?
"I'm my own greatest
motivator," said the Rollins
College graduate. "Frankly,
Nancy was stupid for not
playing in the pro-am here
or for not getting in some
kind of a practice round...
-The more tournaments
she wins, the better off
she'll be."
Lopez, who has captured
eight championships this
year and who already has
set a 12-month earning
record with $153,097, was not
happy with her 73, but the
21-year-old was happy to
make the cut.
"If I didn't," said Lopez,
"I'd cry. Not here.. back in
the hotel room. No question,
I would have played better
if I had practiced.
"However, there was not
enough time after I got back
from England she won the
European Open there last
Sunday). I didn't feel real
tired
today.
My
concentration_is- slowly coming
back.
"1 still feel I'm capable of
shooting
a
65.
That's
possible if you can get
started. I hope I can and
then we'll see what I need
for the last day."

We have other older models we need to move will
•
consider all offers.
TRUCKS
71 Ford Fl SO XII
like brand riga,Copper & Tan,loaded,
76 Ford FICIO
4x4,Blue. A price you can afford.
75 Ford FISO
4x4, Red. Come check on this one.
71 Ford F100
Super Cab w/topper. Blue and white,specially
priced.
76 Feed F100
Short bed, Black, a thing of beauty.
76 hal 100 XLT
11. Green w/white side panels all equipment.
71 ford F XLT
Red & Silver, like new only lots cheaper
74 Ford Oran
lx 4. Green, beautiful condition. Check this one
74 Ford F700
New grain bed w /hoist. Real good will sell right

Call 753-5213 or Our Salesmen At Items
Gary Turner 753-7736
Ed West 753-3064
Ron Wright 753-0156
Carlos Jones 753-2471
Paul Garland 759-1651
David Parker 753-5180
James Parker 753-5180
_John Parker 753-1633
Joe Parker 753-2656
we also rent cars on a day to day basis.
Call or Sea Atha
Retching 751-1111 .

PARKER FORD
701 Main

Murray, Ky.

Our Service Is
Beyond Compare

Pot Watkins
Service Advisor

Jerry Graham
Parts Manager

Fred Herndon
Service Manager

Roy Garland
Body Shop Manager

These men have many years of co
mbined
experience in automotive repair.
All to
pi‘ove that only the best will do
for our
Customers.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5:00 p.m.
-rt

701 Main

Parker ForCinc.
For Direct Parts Service
Call 7534825

753-5273

753-5273
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Buick °reefs

SPORTSMAN'SJOURNAL

Jerry Mompin's

Boating Tips...

AA%

Fishing Line

by BUTCH GREEK
Sunrise next Saturday,
August 19 will mark the
• apemng of the 1978 squirrel
season. For my eleven-yearold son, Chris, it will be his
first opening-day squirrel
hunt. That day will a° doubt
establish an annual tradition

for father and son in this
John Mechler, supervisor of
Than last year before the
family.
1977 Youth Hunt for deer at Wildlife Management at Land
Chris' interest in hunting Land Between The Lakes, Between The Lakes
, an'By JERRY MAUPIN
and fishing came naturally, I Chris found out he needed to flounced this week
think it was the amount of
that the
The
fall
and
winter time spent fishing while the
suppose, due to my interest in attend an approved hunter second annual Sports
men's
drawdown for Kentucky and pro's said there wasn't any
the out-of-doors. Never will I safety course before he could Trade Day is
scheduled on
Barkley lakes is in full difference except maybe the
forget the look on his face hunt. Successful completion LBUs observance of
National
swing now so if you are not entry fee. A point to
when he watched me pull a 4 meant that Land Betwe
en The Hunting and Fishing Day on
familiar with an area be remember I think.
pound bass out of a farm pond Lakes tand more import
antly Sunday, September 24. The
extra careful. A bar of sand
using an artificial lure. He Chris' father) would permit purpose of the event
Hunting seasons are just
is to offer
is just as bad as a stump at around the corner but don't
was amazed at the artificial Chris to hunt deer
hunter
s,
fisher
men,
in-area one.
and other
30 miles an hour. Use • your put your tackle away yet.
lure aspect of fishing. He passed his test, but did
not outdoorsrnen a place to swap
charts ahead of time and Some of the best fishing is
Previous to that time he see a deer during his first deer some of their less-used
or no
knwo what to expect on the yet tocome as the fish feed
limited his fishing to bluegill hunt.
longer used equipment. This
route you 'hoose.
and bullhead cats with worms.
more heavily each day. A
Shortly after the deer hunt I occasion is for sportsmen only
Last Tuesday was One of real trophy may be beside
Since then he has turned into gave Chris a .beautiful 20 gu. and no commercial
vendors
those days that leaves you that next stump waiting for
an avid and successful bass Savage over-under shotgu
n. will be allowed. I for one will
guessing. In the Kenlake you.
fisherman, finding spinner He deserved his own gun after be on hand with
a box full of
area, the willow flies werre
THE HAPPY HOOKUP
...hails his best suortneiags.luies_shasang=he_iwa,visr
Happy Fishing
odds.andends. It only makes
as thick as they have ever
for farm ponds.
saiti-salis.tusss.,asastalsissi.a..
aware of proper awl-safe-gun. sene is);We.asteyent lace this .1,bs
fess.
observations in tratlerotoigy. Their motto is: "Look
A cOupte cit years ago
been,- bat the fish-last
behind!" Before
.andruig--afield and at home, -on ir-day when isialamen wilft---Aatfirtrucia-aakr•t • • trAp...isaue...th. ...A..Ati
-ph;-4.4 FA.
asked to participate in the ly will be that 20 ga.
thr ialerafternattet
hearing
s
-s ii I
he will be coming together fronl all
& a,,
hint
Vibrati
in -the 1321The
ed
"
on can quickly
Murray-Calloway
fndrctwear tires and
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frame Joints. Take a good look at the trailer hitch too.
for
late
evenin
Jaycess safe gun -handling next weekend.
g
fishin
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If it is
properly installed, you should have little to fear. Someti
mes, however, an
everything
came
program. The program offers
to
a
The following are some anchoring bolt will pass through sheet metal which could
weaken
at
that
screec
hing halt except the
point
due
to
a
bad
jolt
youngsters ,.,the basics of
or
fatigue.
Trailer lights also take a beating from road
You may notice some things you may not know:
dm, rocks and water. Check system thoroughly for worn
shad minnows. I really
firearms safety and an op- changes in the forma
insulation and
The praying mantis is said evidence of corrosion. Carrythe
t of
spare bulbs in the trunk. Don't overloo
would like to know what FRANKFORT, -KY. (AP)
k
the
portunity to participate in BB Saturday's Outdoor Lore
in to be the only insect that can tiedowns. Replace rotted, frayed fastenings, and look out for stitching thlt
turns them off like that. The - Fishing in the jumps
is unraveling or lengths that have been stretched and have little
shooting competition.[felt the the coming weeks. These turn its head.
elasticity.
black bass had been in continues good at Kentucky's
program would reinforce what changes will hopefully better
"Bullfrog" refers to a
shallo
w water for several major lakes, the Department
he had learned at home serve area sportsmen
specif
ic species of large
by
Fish
days even though it was of
and
already-basics he should know providing them with more frog. The sex of the anima
Wildlife
l
Resources reports.
falling
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Topwa
before going into the woods varied coverage of the outdoo is not involved in the
ter
lures,
The
Twin
Lakers Good the kampground lake for the
r
name; so
spinner baits, and shallow The lake-by-lake rundown:
with any sporting arms.
scene. There is also a the female is also a bullfrog. Sam Club will hold its children.
running crankbaits, were
Kentucky - Black bass
monthl
y
campout at the
possibility of having an ocThe eyes of black bear cubs
On Saturday night the
producing good bass for fair on surface lures and
casional outdoor related ar- don't open until the cubs are Paris Landing KOA Kam- group will have a meal
Graves Morris, Don Gilbert spinner baits off rocky
pground on Friday, Satur- composed of sandwi
ticle somewhere in a week-day about forty days old.
ches,
and L. J. Hendon. I am sure points, shallow banks and
edition.
Although they. are subjected day, and Sunday, Aug. 18, salads, and desserts.
they will return.
submerged cover; sauger
[will no longer be involved to much more severe weather 19, and 20, with Nix and
Reservations
may
be
Sauger fishing is irri fair trolling deep runners
with the actual production of than other bears, only the Margery
made
Crawford
for
the weekend and
as
proving as the water cools over ridges; in tailwaters,
the outdoor section other than pregnant female polar bear wagorunasters.
all members and interested
and the current slows down catfish and sauger good;
writing a weekly column. The sleeps during the winter.
persons should contact Nix
Special "Olympic" games
some more. The white bass clear, falling, three feet
extra time will allow me some
Crawford who will make the
for
both the children and the
have gained so much weight below pool and 82 degrees.
GOLDEN POND - To
Competitors
Have a safe trip afield
in
reservations for the group
each needed leisure time afield and
adults will be conducted by
this
promote
summer they look like Barkley. - Black bass fair
development of division will collect points the opportunity.to cover
more during the 1978 hunting the Crawfords during the for the weekend.
they came from another and , improving early
archery skills, and an in- for accuracy from
season.
John Bowker, president of
and
a given outdoor activities.
weekend. They will also
lake. The last ones I caught late on surface lures and
terest in the sport, Land distance, and prizes
the club, arges all members
will be
include a fishing contest at
Between The Lakes, TVA's awarded according
had at least a quarter pound artificial nightcrawlers
to attend.
in
to the
of body fat. It would be nice inlets and bayss,
170,000
acre
public number of contestants in
bluegill
to have mild winter this slow in inlets and bays;
demonstration area -in West racy
in
rategurr-s"
year
Kentucky and Tennessee, is
wouldn't it? We w2idd
The event is sponsored by
_ goods
sponsoring a Field Archery Kentucky
have rat fislin the spring. "clear
clear to murky, stable, three
Field
Archery
Tournament Sunday, Sept. Association, Nation
I watched a movie about feet below pool and
al Field
84
10. 1978.
bass tournaments at the degrees.
Archery
Association and
FOUR WHEELING
.could give a person a definite cut high speed figure eight
Murray Bass Club meeting
Preregistration
is TVA's LBL.
Cumberland - Crappie
By Ramp Brooks, Jr.
feeling of security. Beware! donuts on rough ground, then Or it can be fatal.
Wednesday night and I was fair drifting minno
requested for the tourUse a little horsesense, and
All National Field Archery
We well remember the time Most of these are nothin get yourse
ws over
g
lf
a surplus army don't pour enoug
really impressed by some of submerged cover
nament which begins at 9 Association and Kentu
h junk in your
cky when those who drove four more than giant sized tail tank by all means
in deep
. Or build belly to override
a.m. at the Field Archery Archery Association
these top bass fishermen. cosies; black bass
the governor
rules wheel drives were something pipes bent to appropriate yourself a steel
fair on
cage like they that engages the
Range„ off Highway 68. will apply.
They
were fishing Percy thee upper.lake trollin
brain. That's
of an oddity, and serious angles. They do make a good do on
g deep
the
race
tracks
.
Registration is from 8 a.m.
Priest
Lake in Tennessee runners and still and -drift
rule number one.
For an application or accidents with one were place to mount
lights.
All
of
us who do much four
to 9 a.m.
and caught a lot of nice fish fishing small crawfi
additional
Rule two is for the one in a
information almost never heard of. There
sh off
I don't know about you, but wheeling have seen the types
Fees in each division are: contact
but their comments about rocky
million time when things
Field
points and deep
Archery are ten times as many four if I'm going to be the middle that rush
down and sign the really do
Men aged 16 and older. $3: Tournament, TVA,
the difference between an banks; white
foul up the best
Land wheel drives in use today as Layer in a sandwich of two and dotted line
bass fair on
_ amate
for eight grand of intentions.
women aged 16 and older, Between The Lakes,
ur and - a professional the lower lake early and
Get yourself a sure
Golden we had a mere five years ago, half tons of truck and a super four wheel
late
persuasion, load up enough roll
$3: youth aged 12-16, $2; and Pond, Ky. 42231, teleph
really made the movie.
on plunker and fly combar. If you can
one and probably a hundred times abundance of rock hand the backen
d
with
cub aged 6-11, 51.50.
iceche
st and pick the thing up with
The amateur's seemed to bination in the
1502 924-5602, extension 224.
as many as there were ten or ground, grant me the privil
two
jumps.
ege .two or three six packs of joy finger
s
and
straig
twelve years ago.
htarm
it,
of something about ten times juice, and rush off to
the just keep right on shopping.
With that kind of increase in stouter thaw tail pipe. You boondocks
to make like Wear seat belts
numbers it is inevitable that want a granite roof
in a four wheel
on the Parnelli Jones or Walker
drive with roll bar, and always
there will be accidents in- house: don't use toothpicks
for ,Evans. Ninetynine percent of
wear seat belts if it has a roll
volving four wheelers, and it is the studs to hold
the time they wind up looking
it up.
bar.
that fact which draws our
A four wheel drive is a big like the village idiot!
The
They make four wheel
attention today. We know of tough,
seemingly
in- other one percent forgets to
drives every day. In your case
three fatal accidents involving destructible machine.
fill
up
True:
with gas and run out and
mine, reproductions are
four wheel drives which have up to a point..A. sports car
ills before they get there.
not to be had!
occured in the past year and not. If you fasOF a craving to
Four wheeling can be fun.
Have a nice week and
most of them relatively close
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
by. Two of these involved four
HAPPY...FOUR_ WHEELING._
wheel drive trucks, one a
Jeep. All three of these
situations involved gross
carelessness on the part of the
It happens to all of us at one
driver and at least two of them
time or another. A party. portant reading for all $40.00 per carton of 60(7.
also carried the contributing
business trip. anywhere. The sportsmen.
Ideal as a personal
influence of alcohol.
To be well rounded in -any refere
conversation turns to hobbies
nce or as a promotional
Surprisingly enough, none of
and pastimes. You mention subject, an individual should handout, "The Hunter's
these accidents would have
•
•
your enjoyment of the out- strive to obtain information Pocket Fact Card" is a
handy
been fatal had the rigs in- doors
and hunting, and soon a from as many sources as listing of the latest involved been fitted with a
discussion of hunting and its possible. "What They Say formation on what hunter
s are
properly contructed roll bar.
effect on wildlife develops. If About Hunting" assembles doing for wildli
fe
conA roll bar is (perhaps we
you're ready with the facts, statements on hunting' as servation. By keepin
g a copy
should use the words should you
expre
ssed
by
19
major in your wallet,
can do much to show that
you'll have the
be a sturdily constructed huntin
g is an essential part of organizations concerned with hard facts available whenever
steel bar, usually thick wall moder
cons
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.
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e you need them. Price
n wildlife management
is 50
round tubing, designed and as
Outboard & Stern Drive Service
well as a rewarding statements, presented without cents for 10(minimum
order)
braced in such a way as to recrea
,
editori
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opinio
repres
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ent a $2.00 per 100 or
tional pursuit.
203
E.
Main
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
759-1872
$10.00 per
support the entire vehicle if it
The National Shooting wide variety of views on thousand.
happens to get upside down. Sports
We Sell
Foundation is offering hunting, both pro and con. • Debates over hunting can
Normal cost is somewhere three
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informational
sraise some interesting - and
II•st
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very best one hundred dollars
question which could arise on "What They Say About the answers. Order
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
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on a four wheel the subject of
.4s) 4Q.
sort.
In The Jackson Purchase
hunting and Hunting" is available. at 25 booklets from NSSF, 1075 Post
753-6779
drive rig. We think it should be conser
cents
pet
copy.
$8.00
per
100 or Road, Riverside, CT
vation.
•
•
06878.
absolutely mandatory on
The sportsmen of this
•
every four wheel drive countr
y have been deeply
vehicle. Modern technology involved
with the conservation
could build one into the rear of of our
wildlife resources since
a truck cab easily. Most little before the
turn of the century
Jeeps and soft top rigs come The story
;•
of that involvement
4.4
4 /114
/4
with a factory installed ver- is presen
ted in "The Hunter
For .
Us
See
sion of some kind. Our con- and
Coldwater Rd
Conservation." Facts
Uniroyal Gumbo. ond
Tires
fidence gota mild jolt the Other about
753 6448
the 50 state wildlife
day when we found one of agencies,
the
hunter
's
these factory' installations financial
support of wildlife
broken clear into after a management
and the success
severe rollover. It did its job to of moder
n management
be true, but it was far weaker techniques
make thisTopular
than we had thought.
book let
an
Many of these hewmongus reference. Priced excellent
at 25 cents
appearing rigs you see tooling each, $9.00 per
100 or $4000
around town with the massive per carton
of 500, this 26-page
1 10,5 Pogue
pipe mounted behind the cab illustrated
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booklet is in-
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Martin County Publisher Says

'Deal' Made On Routing Of Road

amount of
g while the
wasn't any
maybe the
point to

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- The editor-publisher of
The Martin Countian has
charged that "a deal has
been
struck"
between
Ashland Oil Co. and Terry
McBrayer for the routing of
a 950 million coal haul road.
Spokesmen for the administration of Gov. Julian
Carroll denied the charges.
Homer Marcum of Inez,
Ky., made the comment
Friday to reporters before
he led a delegation into
_Carro1l'3 _office to ask for

thereby have a road on
Virginia.
which to transport its coal.
Marcum
_recently
McBrayer, a
probable
that
Martin
Democratic candidate for suggested
governor favored by Carroll County coulcl secede from
as his successor next year, Kentucky and join West
could not be reached for Virginia in order to receive
more road aid.
comment.
He told reporters Friday
But Gary Auxier, press
that
the proposal was made
secretary to Carroll, said the
story is ridiculous and in jest, but added that if a
without foundation. He said referendum were taken . in
eastern
Kentucky
there was no way to answer that
county
with the provision
and irresponsible statement
that West Virginia would
like that.
indeed
provide more highMartin County, which has
way hel - it would pass
the -itinterlrotrikk'weektr"
Martin County, which-Zextensive coal Ian& ilring-wagr ftn- wcIrkers --trt- The -overwhe
heavily Republican,
The editor sal Mt the
the new route and would state because of the recent
poor
status of roads goes
coal boom, has been comCrossword Puzzler
plaining that its roads are well beyond those used to
among the poorest in the haul coal. He said that one
road used by approximately
ACROSS
state
2 Weight of InUnited Feature Syndicate
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1 Snake
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Marcum said that the
Democratic administration
chose one of three routes for
the 12-mile stretch "which
goes nowhere" - between
Inez and a point between
Louisa and Paintsville.
He
said
that
local
authorities
had
wanted
consideration of two other
routes for the road from
Inez - in the direction of
either
Paintsville
or
Prestonsburg.
Marcum said that the
talk around Martin County"
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1 legal Notice

2 Notice

NOTICE
IS
hereby
given, pursuant to the
Provision of Section
101 (el of the Federal
Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of
1972, P.L. 92-500, that a
public hearing will be
held
on
Thursday.
September 5, 1978, at
7:00
p.m. at the
Murray City Hall to
present and discuss an
amended
plan
for
sewers
and
waste
water t.44
.
,Lcaept4a&citir" nMy4
other parts of Calloway
County. All interested
parties are requested
to be present to
express their -views and
opinions
on
the
proposed
sewage
system.
Melvin
B.
Henley, Mayor.
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Care
Poison (-onkel . .
Senior Citizens . .
Needline
learn To Read . .
Foster
Parenting
Airport

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918

753-6622
153-7588
753-0929
753-NEED
753-1188
753-5361
489 1414

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

BIBLE FACTS Jesus
states in Matthew 10.38,
And he that taketh not
his cross, and followeth
after me, is not worthy
of me" Bible -answers
and Bible study anytime'
call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3
p.m. to 4 p.m.
-

Swimming
Pools

II

GEN. TARA ,
TYRANT OF

-

TARAK1440.

L

1/11.10
..•
1./R1C-

442-9747

Check
Your
Ad •

WAS THAT FROM

THE GENERAL'S
BEPROOM

--1111114,

Ady•rtis•rs
ore
requested to (heck the
Jirst insertion of ads for
correction
This
fffigoaleii
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion A•tfY
ERROR SHOULD RE
REPORTED
1.41
MEDIATELY SO. PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR. AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

-

411•11.

DIANA
ANY T WW1
5PECIAL VOU'D
I.IKE TO 00
XS THIS TUB
OF LARP ?

EARLIER I
THREW HIM.
WAN ABOUT
ANOJNER GO,

GENERAL?

Retail Oisplol...9.0vertis171.
6 753- 19 19.
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7„531916 and 753-191 7.r-

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

lyedie (ochre,'
Donee Studio
BI:*b

GirLS

dges 4 & up

Register by phone 753-4647 3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Curtis
Bouldin would like to
thank all of our friends
for the kindness shown
to us for the loss of
our loved one. The
visits, flowers, and
food. Thanks to the
pallbearers, to Rev.
Harold Crissom, and to
Gallimore
Funeral
Home. Also, the nurses
of
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and to
Doctor P'Pool. And to
everyone that helped in
any way. May God
Bless You. Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Bouldin,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Karnes and Barbra.

6

SELL
AVON. Make
money
and
new
friends_
-Christmas
selling is almost here.
C,a11,753-5750 or Glenda
Duke
443-3366,
at
Paducah, Ky 42001.

6 Help Wanted

HELP WANTED, 'part
time income for ambitious couples. Call 7594780.
DISHWASHERS wante$1.
Apply
at Colonial
House Smorgasbord, 58
years or older.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
TECHNICAL WRITER,
for RN's and LPN's,
degree
preferred,
full time or part time.
$15,00
fee
0
paid. Cell
Personnel needed for 3Mr. Oliver, Lan Go
11 and 11-7 shifts.
Employment Service,
Please contact Nursing
442-8373.
OffiettCamfnaflitY
Hospital, Mayfield, Ky.,
-----sY9TEMS---#4942417YOTT--$22,000 starting, fee
$100 PLUS WEEKLY
paid. 'Call Mr. Oliver,
mailing
circulars!!
Lan Go Employment
Free ' Supplies,
Service, 442-8373.
Immediate
Income
Guaranteed! Send SewSALES REPRESENAddressed
Stamped
TATIVE: degree in
Envelope:
Business
Homeworker, B427-4SB,
Administration
or
Troy, MT 59935.
Marketing.
Starts
$14,400 plus car plus
WANT GOOD' depentravel expenses. Call
dable mature lady, 1
Mr. Oliver at 442-8373,
day weekly to clean
Employment
Lan-Go
house. Phone 759-4840.
Service.
COORDINATOR
of
FOR THERAPIST in
Publications.
PerMental Health. Up to
manent
full-time,
$12,000.
Call
Mr.
salary
$10,760.
BS
Oliver, 442-8373, Lan-Go
degree required with
Employment Set-vice.
major in English or
Journalism and-or 2
NEEDED STOCKMAN,
years
experience
produce
man, and
preferred. Duties incarry-out. Apply • in
clude editing, rewriting
person Owen's Food
and proofreading for
Market.
No
phone
the University Printing
.„ calls'
ervices. 'Ilipumes
should be submitted by
IMMEDIATE OPENING
August 18 to Personnel
in Murray area. Age 21
Services, Murray State
or over, no overnight
University,
travel. Excellent fringe
Murray,
KY 42071.
benefits
and
opportunity
for
promotion,
DAY AND NIGHT shift,
above
average earnings, no
male
and
female,
experience necessary.
apply
in
person,
Call 247-6867, Mayfield,
Burger Queen, North
KY, 8:30 a.m. to 4:00
12th, Murray.
p.m. Monday through
HELP
Friday.
WANTED;
Babysitter needed in
PARTY
PLAN
my home. Two small
SUPERVISOR
children7
afternoons.
MERRIC-MAC
, Call 753,0062 before
toy
parties has opening for
3:00.
supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
WANTED: COOK and
area. Quality merwaitresses. Apply in
chandiseperson after 2 p.m.
Highest
commission. No in1206 Chestnut.
vestment, delivering pr
ARE YOU looking for a
collection. Call Ann
career with a future and
Baxter collect 319-596unlimited potential?
8881 or write MERRICBurger Queen may be
MAC,
Box
1277,
your answer. We are
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
looking for an assistant
10 Business Opportunity
manager
who
is
responsible and willing.
FOR SALE 25 year old
to work towards our
well
established
goal. Excellent starting
plumbing
business.
salary and fringe
Specializing in general
benefits. Contact Neil
repair. Financing can
Smith at Burger Queen
be
arranged
ror
of Mayfield, 1002 Pa.
qualified person. itor
Road. 1-502-247-1548 foi
complete information
an appointment. Equal
call 247-3773 days, and
Opportunity Employer.
674-5514 nights.

Help Wanted

LADY TO clean house
and office. Must have
references and transportation. Phone 753- ,
7154 after 5 p.m.
BREAKFAST. COOK, 5
a.m. till 1 p.m. Apply
Southside Restaurant,
South 12th.
STATION ATTENDANT
needed. Apply at X-Cel
Oil Co., 403 Sycamore.
6 days a week, 51
hours work week, only
interested
persons
apply. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Western Ky. Pools

THE PHANTOM
'

LAMB'S
DISCOUNT
Shoes in Coldwater
now has ladies name
brand boots, short, tall,
and fur lined.

159-4141

tv
howonh

s

FARMINGTON
CAR
wash is now open.
Modern
equipment.
Open till 9:30 p.m.

753-5131

Th-

_

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
-South Alallt.,41hohe

753-1441
753-1611
753-6952
753-9331

Paducah, Ky.

'liar-JUST 1111
( TRYING AN
EXPERIMENT
N_

Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th& Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger 81 Times
Departments
Are As Follows

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.
•

NANCY
II\

Fire
Police
Rescue •
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane
SocielY

6 Help Wanted

It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping

If You
Need Them:

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yoUrs for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 52.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our neat. entrance.

PEANUTS

-OU

2 Notice

McBrayer Named Chairman
Of New Rail Commission

lUllwi
.

DOWN
1 Rivek.jsfand(
-

A

WANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BUY

*NOTICE*

Overby Honda
Will Be Closed
For Vacation

Aug. 14th - 19th

HELP WANTED
Positions to be filled Coin Operator Attendants, Counter Clerks. Steam
Finishers. Apply in person at-

SEWING MACHINE
operators. Sewing
experience
preferred
but not necessary, full
time, apply Calloway
Manufacturing, Ill
Poplar.

Laundry &Cleaners

DANCERS, 21 or over.
No
experience
necessary. Will train.
Good pay. Call between 4 and 8 p.m. 4449245, Paducah.

HELP WANTED
4 Waitresses
Cook
Dishwasher

PART-TIME HELP for
WI-array-Calloway
Countxmiragar gams
'
'
1ilr"1-fome-Delivered Meths
All qualified applicants
will
receive
consideration
for
employment
without
regard to race, creed,
color, sex, or national
origin. Apply at 203
South 5th Street.

Boone's

Day shifts only, full time. Will be
taking interviews
Aug. 14 and 15
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
At

The Hungry Bear
*WM/reopen Aug. 16th•
Apply For Immediate Employment
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PUTIT IN THE
10 Business Opportunity
FOR SALE, grocery
doing good business on
Hws 121 at GravesCallowa) V'ounty line.
489-2533.

CHIMNEYS, all -fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
30", $17.88. Installation
kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

14. Want To Buy

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

WANT TO buy used Gym:
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.

.

15 Articles For Sale

17 Vacuum Cleaners

GEHL ONE ROW silage
'chopper, good as new.
16 Home Furnishings
Sacrifice at $1750. ANI
-Erard
_ Supply, fiamsaa_.
-TIMBEI
ailtbox,- - paria„ Th._
D We SW ENSLy
_
pa> ap „„.
.Juices_ o_
b. _refr ger
.tEE
standing timber, tie seat, potty
chair, D-17
ALLIS Chalmers
• logs, or veneering. Call redwood lawn furtractor and gguipment.
489-2334. Wayne Adams. niture, 753-9263.
Four 15" baIloon tires
with two Ford wheels,
WOULD LIKE to buy ELECTRIC RANGE, in
truck topper, truck tool
excellent
canopy bed, call after
condition,
box, gas tank, power
3 p.m. 753-8001.
purchased new in 1972.
saw. Call 753-0412.
Call 753-7650.
PMN'ATE INDIVIDUAL
wants to buy older WHITE 'TUFFED sofa
BUSH AND BOG DISK,
income
property
slightly worn. Make an
Rome, 10 ft., like new,
regardless of condition.
offer. Call 75343295 after
$2,000. Call 753-3720 or
436-2411.
5.
753-0638.
WANT. TO ,BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757
15. Articles For Sale
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4'
at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue

55 Gallon
Drums

TWO SOFAS, 1 chair,
good condition. 7536747.

Thornton
Tile
& Marble
612 So. 9th
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter 85 cents a
pound. whole or half 95
cents a pound, hind
quarter. 1 05 a pound
hanging weight Food
Stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom
slaughtering.
Paris
Meat Processing. 6428201 off 641 One mile
north of Paris on Old
glurray Road.

,maw

4

Fesi

PRI
NG
w NTI
s•,,,,,,is)

1

•

1• r

102 10 Mk - 753-53/2

PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel- in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallm Hardware,
Paris.
WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
LUMBER - building
for sale - to be torn
down
make
offer.
Graves Co, 382-2344.
.4+crLp crislit
I

SKINNY-MINI over and
under washer - dryer
1Frigidairei. In vew
good condition. Ideal for
small apartment or
mobile home. Call 753-7650.
FOR SALE, furniture in
excellent
condition.
Call 436-2310 after 5
p.m.

FOR SKI

r. . i. .„

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

FOR SALE, two piece
living room suit. Good
condition. Call 753-1854
or 753-3917 after 5.
FOR SALE, large wrute
electric, stove, good
condition, $25. Call 7591445 after. 6 p.m.
EXTRA LONG couch,
brown and gold, good
condition, $50. Call 7594878.
DESK, TYPEWRITER,
coffee
tables,
end
tables,
buffet,
and
bedroom sets. 753-8615.
FOR SALE, 2 piece,
floral,
blue
early
American
den
set,
$100. Call 492-8245 after
5 p.m.
OAK AND SOLID cedar
chests,
pine
bookshelves, bunk and
trundle beds, "ollaway
beds, oak, pine, maple,
and
white bedroom
furniture,
wallaway
and rocker recliners,
vacuum cleaners, Pali
pine and maple dining
room suits, also hutch
buffet
and
corner
cabinets, big savings
on living room suits
and bedding through
August.
Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd.

Room Air
Conditioners
West Ky.

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-

1969 JOHN DEERE 95
combine.
Floating
cutter bar, 444 corn
head, 213L R&C tires,
very, good condition.
Call 753-9807 or 753-5107
after 7 p.m.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe. $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gale . protectors__
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Cir *163.
4892.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE, houseboat,
36' Silverqueen, twin
engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler
Outboard,
Used less than :N) hqurs,
Phone 759-1872
1974 CARAVELLE trihull boat. 85 hp Mercury, Rolco trailer,
excellent condition, 4928610.

1976 MODEL Bass boat
with 1977 model 55 hp
Johnson motor. Just
like new, $2700. Call
753-1703 or 753-7195.
24
FOOT
ALOHA
pontoon
boat.
A-1
condition, used very
little. Can be seen at
Kenlake Marina. Call
Ronald W. Churchill,
753-2736 at night.
48' HOUSEBOAT for
sale
under $13,0001.
Stardust steel hull, 225
h.p. Chrysler 10, new
carpet in and out, air
conditioner. CB, stereo,
tape deck, etc. Can be
seen at Mansard Island
anytime
by
Mr.
Edmondson or phone
642-5590. For further
information
residents
can be reached at 6427581 11-4 daily except
Saturday and Sunday
and ask for Susan or
Herb (may consider
trade ;
22 Musical

180 WATT Woodson lead
Amp with 15" JBL
speakers. Also 75 watt
Club
PA
with
3
columns
of
212
speakers
with
microphone Call 4748874.
YOU CAN play a song
in one week. I give
_ guitar lessons in my
75.T-31386`.
-...--...._, _ _...0
.
_. KIMBALL
MU-SIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 4433879 Shop if you like,
but check our prices.
Open
late
Friday
nights.
ARTLEY FLUTE, open
hole with low B key.
Flute-piccolo
case.
Played two concert
seasons,
excellent
condition. $500. 753-4129
or 759-4640.
23 Exterminating

FREE
Inspection

TRAILER FOR SALE,
see Brandon Dill at
Dill Electric, no phone
call please Located at
Murray
Drive -In
Theater Entrance.
FOR SALE by owner:
mobile home, 1978
model, never used 14x70,
all electric 2 baths, and
3 bedrooms. Must be
Ittri 0,_0(.> appreciated.

Ne-- days

utrsp or 753-2394

nights.
12 x 60 2 BR, furnished
with house type windows and doors, air
conditioner, lots of
closets, green appliances, very sharp,
$5800. Call 753-4074 or
7534877.
EXTRA NICE 12 x 52 2
BR
trailer.
Fully
furnished
with
underpinning, light pole,
antenna, new
TV
carpet and dishwasher,
built-in
appliances,
$4500. 753-6459.
10x50 MOBILE HOME

in
excellent condition. On
choice shaded lot in
Kelley's
Baywood Vista on
Termite
Kentucky Lake. This
home is set up and ready
a Pest
to
move into. Immediate
Carttrol
-05.eFdiiT COnta-cr
ioo Solna 1311)
Bobby Futrell-- 753..
Moons 753-3514
7668 days or 753-2394
th basuless Over
30 Years
nights.

24 Miscellaneous
SMOKE
ALARMS,
battery operated by
Water Pik, $16.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TOMATO JUICER, no
peeling, no coring, no
pre-cooking.
Wallin
Hardware,
- Paris.
TANDOM 'bicycle. for
2", good condition and
bargain price 482-6156.
ANTIQUE HAND split
rails, $3 each. Two old
school desks. 753-7340.
FOR .SALE, 1700' of
native feeder, well
seasoned. 1968 International 60 passenger
school bus, 4364812.
PRESSURE CANNERS,
heavy
polished
aluminum. Holds 18
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
SHARP MICROWAVE
oven, stainless steel
interior, cooks, browns,
and defrosts, $199.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
FOR SALE, Craftsman
12" radial saw and
Craftsman drill press.
Phone 436-5467.
FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

12 x 52 2 BR, all electric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,
nig carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, $5500 extra
nice. 7534074 or 7531877.
28. Heating I Cooling
"•
ri •
air
conditioners, Fedders,
18,000 - 5,000, 110 plugin also crown back
bumper pick-up truck,
498-8650.

UNFURNISHED
THRE room apartmeTit,
utilities
and
phone
furnished,
downstairs
private
entrance,
retired
couple or lady, $35 per
month. 753-6173.
ONE BR apartment,
suitable for one person
.Zeposit. Ca_U 7514806.
FURNISHED ONE BR
apartment, air conditioned,
married
couple
or
teacher,
clean and no pets. 7533019.
34 Houses For Rent
NICE THREE BR, 1 12
bath, furnished, 6 miles
from Campus, $275 per
month. Call 1-405-3777081.
COUNTRY HOME 12
miles from Murray.
Partially furnished, 2
BR, modern kitchen,
large screened porch,
separate
country
kitchen, $225
per
month. 753-7987.
36 For Rent Or lease

FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, 4 miles south
of Murray. Couples
preferred. deposit and
references
required.
Call 753-6753.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera C,ourts.
Call 753-3280
30 Business Rentals
OFFICE BUILDING
across from Murray
Post Office, available
September 1. Phone
Max Brandon, 753-1975.
THE
DIXIELAND
Shopping Center which
features
Specialty
Shops now
has a
building available. Call
753-3018 after 5 p.m.

pliances

Miss Mary's Play School
Now Open
1610 Ryan Avenue
753-4181

JOHN SMITH: REALTOR

SELMER

SIGNET alto,
like new. Call 753-9385.

MUST SELL, 2 bedroom
white frame house with
full basement. House
includes all storm
windows, storm doors,
drapes, harvest gold
icernaker. Full' carpeted
-9924t.hroughout. Call
IT'S A Mystery.. Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping...recently
reduced ... A real and
true bargain for the
house hunting sleuth
who calls 753-1492.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 1,2 mile south of
Wiseharts
Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

15 POLLED Herford
cows, all young cows
and bred, $4500• 7533625.

STYLE
_
"Quality plus" best
deleribis-litire hew 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located
in
Hazel.
Fireplace
with
heatalator, built-in
appliances, cuslom built
cabinets, heat pump,
thermopane
windows
are only a few of the
quality features of this
home. The price is
.right? 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

QUARTER
years old,
registered.
4827 after 4

16 ACRES all wboded,
approxlmattly 500 ft. on
blacktop county._ road.
Call 436-2473.

37 livestock

Supplies

NINE YEAR old, 14
hand, Appaloosa mare,
$400. Call 753-0224.

38 Pets

HORSE, 4
Saw color,
Call 437p.m:

Supplies

ONE
KEESHOND,
female, full blooded, 6
month old, had all
shots, 247-7014.
AKC CAREN Terriers, 6
weeks old, loveable
"Wizard of Oz" dogs.
Excellent pets inside
or out. 753-2318.
FOR SALE, 4 Angus
cows, first calve, 3 will
calve soon, extra nice,
61200. Call R. E. Kelly,
753-5966.
FOUR
REGISTERED
English Shepherd
puppies, call 753-8832.
CHESAPEAKE BAY
Retrievers, 4 chocolate
females and 2 blonde
females, $100 a piece.
Excellent hunting dogs.
759-1948.
41 Public Sales
FIVE PARTY yard sale
from 9.?, Saturday,
August 12 at Coldwater
in . front of Lamb's
Discount Shoes.

HOUSE TRAILER type
MOVING SALE, 2 BR
axles,
tires,
and
sets, occasional chairs,
wheels
,
hitches
. One
Hodge L Son, Inc.
641 II
751-442S
bar and stools, step
set
LIKE
of
new
14"
NEW
tires,
silver Vin205 So 5th
table and desk, sofa,
G78's fully warranted, TWELTH STREET, B-4
cent-Bach
trumpet.
Commercial lot for
cameras, swag lamps,
Excellent condition, 411-05,-753-5508.
lease.
175' frontage 189'
antique
trunk,
used 6 months. Call 759deep. Call 753-7618 after
children's games and
12 H.P. JOHN DEERE
1119.
a
5.00.
many miscellaneous
lawn
and
garden
PIANOS AND ORGANS
items. 753-8592.
tractor,
Want
31
To Rent
excell
ent
- large
selection
shape, $800, 753-6459.
• available,
WANT TO RENT furrentalMOVING SALE, 1705
nished
or
partially
purchase plan available. TWO
Holiday Dr. All day
METAL desks,
furnis
apartm
hed
ent in
Selection -- quality a
Saturday.
seven
6
ft.
scaffol
d
a
Murray area for school
price cannot be beat
bucks and braces. Call
year. Call 767-2756.
anywhere. Shop For
YARD SALE, 213 S.
753-0839 or 753-5287.
yourself iid 'see. Open
11th, Saturday, August
Hours 6:30 to 5:15
COUP
LE
WANTS house
Friday's
•
til
8:00 ONE NEW 8'x18' heavy
12, 8-?
'Owner Mary Brandon - 153-2606
to rent in Murray
Claytons, Dixieland
duty
utility
trailer,
area. Call 753-3707.
Shopping Center. 753YARD SALE, Hwy. 1836
fully checker plated
7575.
between Lynn Grove
32
bed
with
Apartments For Rent
fenders.
and Coldwater, August
Tande
m
axle,
WANT
$1000.
TO
hear
from
LEAVE THE CITY BEHIND!!!
FURNISHED
14 through 17 also
APARTAlso
one
anyone interested in
camper
MENT, $90 per month,
And the traffic & the hustle & bustle & go to
August 19, 8-6. School
trailer, 20' tong, $1000.
forming a new rock
the
753-8.113
country. We've got 3 choice parcels of land, good
clothe
furniture,
s,
Call
753-550
8.
band, 767-2756.
building location, can be bought as a package, at
- glassware,
jars,
a discount or separately. Beautiful view and lot.'
NICE_
canned goods.
FIVE
room
KING AUTOMATIC wood
MUSIC LESSONS: imof trees on one parcel. Call Today.
apartment, carpeting
-heaters, deluxe pormediate openings for
iriao___La..,.....ioRCH SALE, Saturdrapf
celain
Cabinet, cast frii
piano, organ, or voice
utility taus $150 per
day, 216
N. rim.
grates, brick lines,
lemons.
FiXperienced
month
Campi
equipm
ng
plus
ent,
$100
$199.95
. Wallin Hardteaching with degrees in
deposit. Phone 753-5447
antiques,
ware,Parts.,
Music: Private lessons
miscellaneous. 11-?
after 530 p.m.
age 6. and up
Village Center, US b41 N.
begin26 TV Radio
ners
to advanced
YARD SALE, Sat. Aug.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
FURNISHED
APAR19"
Rental purchase plan on
BLACK
AND
12. 8 to 5. Stella area I
Or
TMENT for married
WHITE Zenith TV, $75.
piano .and
organ
mile left off 121 on
couple, next to camGE 4 channel receiver,
Clayton, Dixieland
Flutte
rworth
Road.
pus,
Ron Talent 753-9094
!wadi) carpeted
Cynthia Gamble 759-139
Shopping Center, 753$100. Both -guaranteed
Furniture, glass items,
Jim Herndon 759-1184 Linda McKinney 753-8567
and
decora
ted.
753for one year. 753-9272.
7575.
wood stove, baby bed
8585.
and lots more.
>
Appliance Center
Sales & Service

YARD
SALE, 1500
Henry Street, Friday
and Saturday all day.
All kinds of junk, 753-

SMART

19 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, 4 miles south
of Murray. Couples
preferred. deposit and
references
required.
Call 753-6733.

43 Real Estate

32 Apartments for Rent

Certthed py EPA

10x50 MOBILE HOME,
good condition. $2200:
Call 436-2777.

43 Red

41. Public Sales

27 Mobile Nome Sales

AUTHORIZED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
4434469 IN MURRAY
call
TONY
MONTGOMERY 753-6760.
19 Farm Equipment
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FOR SALE by onwer,
Grocery
Store,
Restaurant, and nice
two BR apartment all in
one building, has all
equipment to operate
and complete stock, also
has mobile home hookup
on one acre of land. 3
miles south on Hwy. 121.
Known as L & B Grocery
and Restaurant at
Cherry Corner. A dandy
little business, be your
own boss. Priced very
reasonable, call or see
James or Bob Futrell,
405 S. 4th, Murray, KY.
Call 753-7668 days or 753:1394 nights.

1 Waldrop Realty
'In

Business
Since I 95E,'

HOUSE AND 6 ACRES NEWLY WEDS can be
Here is that rare homeproperty owners. Take
buying opportunity of
a look at this budget
good home plus acreage
sized home located on
plus
close-to-town
a quiet street near
location at a,reasonable
shopping and school.
price. Three bedroom
This house has six
brick home with central
rooms - two bedrooms,
heat and air and low
basement, utility room,
utility bills. Lots of the
garage, and appliances
great outdoors with
are already included.
apple trees, garden
This is ready _ for
spots
and
outside
immediate,- °eminency-betiding-imitabie. for
Calf us today. to see
hors
-E.stable Or storage.
this- home. -.John C. --Phone- -us --light -awaryl. Neubauer, Realtor, 206
KOPPERUD REALTY.
So. 4th Street, 753-0101
753-1222.
or 753-7531.
R LA L T ORS

eleM
South 12th at Sycarnor•
TELEPHONE 753.1051

Prutessional Services
With The Fnendly Touch •

SOUTH
CHERRY
Street, 2 unit apartment building ideal for
income
property.
Upstairs very nicely
decorated, downstairs
apartment for extra
income, $24,000. THE
NELSON
SHROAT
REALTORS,
Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center,
759-1707.

THRIVING BUSINESS - Includes Inventory. Groceries,
gasoline, notions also
restaurant
equipment included. Call
us about additional
information on this
excellent
business
opportunity.
IMMEDIATE
Boyd'
Majors Real Estate,
POSSESSION - Drive
-fiafr N.Itth. - down Wain Street alid
take a look at this impr6sive 2-story home.
THE
MAN
with
Lots of living area which
imagination can see the
includes 4 bedrooms,
potential in this 2
study, dining room, den,
bedroom home with 51
living room, plant room,
acres, stock barn,
basement and central
tobacco barn, hog shed,
natural gas
. heat. Price
under fence with a price
now only $35,000. Phone
you
just
wouldn't
KOPPERUD REALTY,
believe. Call for an
753-1222.
appointment
today.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. ThiA is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close
shopping downtown, school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

Guy Spann Realty
'tow Key People
In Seal Estee753 7724
901 Sv caviare

IAKE
tremely
F'rarne
Kentuc
lands
manic
Frankli
COOED,

patio a
Priced'
KOPPE
753-1222
26
- bFa
and o
way f
within
Lake •
Phone
REAL
provid
range
Service

LOVEL
home
in 2
bedroo
storag
full
living
separa
only -NELS
REAL
.54

With
Econ
close
or 5
1 or 2
Fun. 75 goes'Ado 2
wiles
of city limits. Has stoc6
meter, bones, tobocco ohomost Newt is spats Mat
with 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 betas,
firopioco, 2 car wags. This is
good farm lewd with
bigb
productivity.
Coontry living only 3 odes
trent awn. Located en
Gas Coop ltd. This 4 or 5
bedroom, 2 both beam bus
cestrel heat 1. air. Monty of
rem for pious,%say,'0011
garden was, I sus 1st Ras
/holy of shod., redwood
dick. Reduced to $43,000.

753-3243 Aoytimo

Mu,ray

bath.
for 2
fire
base
gara
stora
376.
c up a
Majo
105 N

Mon
PRI

B&J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788

753-5646

FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and
a beautiful view:- Worth
a
second
look.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.
EXTRA FEATURES in
the three bedroom two
bath home at 1612
Parklane, with large
den, fireplace
and
large heated garageworkshop, make it a
good
buy. • Owner
moving. Call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty 7539954 or 753-3460.

BARKLEY UKE

Dr

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

So
Ro
•
wil
pa
off

Ohio Valley Real Estate

701 west 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

PHONE
502-685-4961
*

linb

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

THIS HOME IS A MASTERPIECE
LA K E
1.02'4•46mobik•
home with 13 x 16.ad:
dition. 4 bedroom,
baths, living rm.,
- dining mi., kitehen.
Some furniture. This
is an Ideal retreat
only
one-quarter
mile from the lake.
Priced Right! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
WOODED

10 rooms. 3 bathrooms, solid brick

home
a lot
tor rm.°
.zoned for Professional Officeson
. Solid
WalnutDining Room and 1.ibrary, Brass
Hinge
Door Knobs and Plate. 110111e has four
marble
fireplaces (marble from Italy)
-Waterford
ChryStal Chandetiertt.
A.STIMPLACE for
$106,000.

LAKE BARKLEY REALTY
loots 2 Cadiz, Smoot& y
924 5161, 5144479, 524 5432
JAMES E. WILLIAMS, MIER
IlAN SPAWN WILSON, MOIR SALESMA
N

•
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43 Real Estate

43. Real Estate
ACRES are homeunity of
acreage
e-to-town
reasonable
bedroom
ith central
and low
,cits of the
ors with
, garden
outside
furor storage.
ght a
-REALTY,

RS

Sycamore
7531851

CHERRY
unit apartng ideal for
property.
ery nicely
downstairs
for extra
4,000. THE
SHROAT
Uncle
S,
mg Center,

N - Drive
Street and
at this imtory home.
area which
bedrooms,
room, den,
plant room,
nd central
heat. Price
5,000. Phone
REALTY,

SPECIAL REDUCED,
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 115 lot, 1
mile east of Murray
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263

46 Homes For Sale

51 Services Offered
49 Used Cars I Trucks
51 Services Offered
-PRICE
REDUCED!
51 Services Offered
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
Last chance before
spreadi
1973 FORD Courier pickng,
levelin
g or
PAINTING INTERIOR,
listing with realtor, 3
up, good condition,
GUTTERING BY SEARS
753-0129 or 753-/370.
exterior. Also dry wall
bedroom carpeted,
$1500. Call 753-1874.
Sears continuous gutter
finishing. 10 years exwalk in closets, 2
FENCr; SALES at Sears
installed per your
perience. Call 436-2563,
baths, 2 car garage
1975 CHEVY, excellent
now. Call Sears 753-2310
specifications.
Call
Ralph Worley.
with a storage room,
shape, $2375. Phone
for free estimates for
Sears 753-2310 for free
central gas heat and
753-7765.
your needs.
estimates.
electric air, entry hall,
Purdom & Thurman
LICENSED ELECliving room, large den
1976 CUTLESS Supreme, CHIMNEY CIXANING,
TRICIAN and gas inBUSH HOGGING,
Insurance & Real Estate with wood burning
excellent
bird screens installed,
shape,
stallation
1261.
will
Southside Court Square
do
fireplace and dining
wheels,
AM-FM, 8
minor repair work by
plumbing, heating,
Murray,
, Kentucky
area, kitchen with
track, $3850. Phone 753Cliff Heegel, Magic Hat
BUSH HOGGING, North
sewer cleaning. Call 753dishwasher
753-4451
and
7765.
-r• ACRESAII-T4I-ievered-1111•1111=11111M
Chimney Sweeps. Call
Calloway County and
7203.
•111
/11.11----disPosa1,bui1tAla stove
759-4878
South
.
IM halTllinTir
Marshall County.
'with hood: -food center
LTA" MrsrXu.13
MITCHELL BLACKAlso day work with or
andlYdar 1300 it of high- .IUST
4
LISTED3 _ __and manyeabittets,---7-7-_,AISTrjr:ea.allo • NEED-TREES -C--LiT7
TOPPING.
way frontage. 1.acated
witut pickup, n, o
betenossi- charmer central vacuum, patio
"Far. MOO.' Call collect 92e- Landoir Tree Stilfite. -patvhing
within minutes of Ky. three bedroom brick
with grill, intercom,
5213.
Call George Landolt,
free estimates call 753753-2418.
Lake Priced at $15,000
home with central heat
landscaped, near high
753-8170.
1537.
Phone
KOPPERUD
and air, lovely landschool, 804 Minerva
615Vttl 1972 DATSUN, excellent
f) 1978 United feature Syndicate Inc
I DO house painting, 10
REALTY, 753-1222. We
scaped lawn, fenced
Place, 753-0196 or 753condition, new engine.
, SOLAR
years experience. Call
provide a complete
ENER
GY
backyard, wooden deck
7906.
759-1152 after 5 p.m.
753-8762.
IONE DOLLAR
headquarters,
range of Real Estate
40
Gx/
1
4g)I):M NOT IN
and lots of other
residential, comService.
pleasant features in this
THREE BR brick house,
1970 CHEVROLET pickCARPET CLEANING at
mercial
, and industrial.
dream home. Just
bath and a half, double
49 Used Cars & Trucks
up,
reasonable rates.
V-8,
low
Poplar 8,.,
mileage
Also
,
dealers
47 Motorcycles
for Volcano
outside of city limits and
carport,
outside
, QUALITY SERVICE
Call 753-9951.
Prompt
and efficient.
H,
the
most
COUPE
1975
DE
VILLE,
efficien
t
priced in the 30's.
storage, central heat 1976 HONDA
Company Inc. Air conCustom Carpet Care,
250 MR,
wood
excelle
burner
conditi
nt
on,
low
in
KOPPERUD REALTY,
and
air, carpeted
1974 PLYMOUTH Fury
$550 firm. Call 753-3005,
dition sales and ser489-2774.
America. Solar King of
mileage. 435-4364.
753-1222.
throughout. 804 Broad
III, 4 door, power
vice. Modern sheet
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
REAL
Street, 753-8375.
brakes, steering and
WET BASEMENT? We
CONVERTIBLE
44 Lots For Sale
XL 250 1,400 miles may
1973
metal
W. Broadway.
department.
527-1468 1539625
air conditioning, clean
make wet basements
Delta 88 Royal, local
be seen at T & S Cycle
Larry
Wisehart,
LOT FOR mobile home
outside and inside. Call
dry, work completely
Shop, Main & 16th or
DRIVEWAY
car, full power, new
CONDITIONED, all
AIR
Preside
and
nt.
Phone
753with septic tank, water
753-4669.
call David Benton at
guaranteed. Call or
radial tires, wire hub
parking areas white
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2
9290.
and driveway. Located
LOVELY
COUNTRY
write Morgan Con753-7699 after 5:30 p.m.
rocked and graded. All
caps, extremely nice
baths,
baseme
part
nt,
in
Baywood
Vista
home on 2 acres withcondition. Call 753-0113
struction Co., Route 2,
kinds of pea gravel,
dishwasher, stove,
LICENSED ELECSu,bdiv
ision on KY.
in 2 miles of Murray. 2
Box 409 A. Paducah,
septic tank rock. Free
daytime or 436-2442 1972 CHEVY two ton
disposal, on large lot in 1974 SUZAKI TM-400
TRICIAN, prompt efLake. Immediate
truck with 14' Fontane
bedrooms, 2 outside
Ky. 42001. Phone day
estimates. Call Clifford
afte? 8 p.m.
Keniana
Subdivision. - trail bike, excellent
ficent
service
.
Call
possess
ion. Call Bobby
lime bed, new lug
storage buildings, dry
condition. Call 753-0728.
or night 442-7026.
Garrison 753-5429 after
Call 436-2473.
Ernest White, 753-0605.
at 753-7668 days or
tires, excellent running
full basement, nice
4 p.m.
1972
DATSU
N 510, good
nights
753-2394.
54. Free Column
condition. Call 753-4935 WATER
living
TWO MOTORCYCLES,
room,
and
condition, call after 5
WELLS. Smith
HOME FOR SALE by
before
5
p.m.
Honda
separate dining room, LAKEV
PAINT
and
SPRAY
436ING
trailb
all
of
ikes,
759-1790
p.m.,
.
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
IEW 'COTS in
MOUSERS,
TWO
owner: a brick, 3 BR,1
only.-- 442,500.- THE
5424 after 5 p.m.
kinds. Metal roofs,
Honda 100 and Honda
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
-restricted sutirliv141on M"'" -stady71.4-2?taiths,
white male kitten, and
-175:bah-in very gout 197r c41TLESS-SlipreenT
barns, farms and
NELSON
SHROAT
1973 prices. Central
3 kittens about 7 weeks
dining,
den
with
REALTORS,
condition. $300 a piece.
homes. Call Ralph
Davao Twirler Chevrolet, Ise.
--- Uncle
Colonnade,. full power
water, tan Robert - -- fireplace,- -kitchen with
old. Call 753:1994-btWorley, 436-2563.
435-4521.
pping Center,
and air, extra -clean,.
ALL TYPES backlype and
Morris, 436-2473.
759-4141.
dishwasher 'and
very low mileage,- call
septic tank work. Field
48 Automotive Service
disposal, utility room.
Dwain Taylor
435-4165.
tile lines installed, '28
FOR SALE BY owner:
entry hall, walk-in
WE HAVE THE GREATEST EARTH ON SHOW
Chevrolet, Inc.
FOUR CHROME ET
years
experience.
Lot P2 miles eaSt. of
closets, centraTaheating
Lot or tote you by
spoke wheels, 15x8 fits
ky
Murray
South
641
DODGE
1972
License
pick
up
d through Health
Murray on good road
and cooling, fully carBEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL LAND
7617
753
Chevrol
et 4x4. Call 436truck, need to sell,
Department. Call Rex
50 acres on Johnny Robertson Road of fine farm
and 500' of Hwy. 94. City
peted, double garage.
-2718 after 5 p.m.,
going into Navy. Phone
Camp, 753-5933.
land. $2,120. per acre.
water, no restrictions,
For appointment call
1969 Chrysler
753-6346.
Newport
not in a subdivision. Call
753-9351 after 5 p.m.
TRUCK TIRE Sale 4 door automattc, power
40 acres just off Johnny Robertson Road fine
BACKHOE WORK,septic
BOYD-MAJORS
Bob Futrell 753-7668
steering, brakes and air.
beautiful land $2,650 per acre.
Hiway
CONVE
1973
RTIBL
tread,
tanks,
E,
dirt
and
REAL ESTATE
gravel
700x15"
AM
,
6
radio
days or 753-2394 nights.
327,57
Delta
Royale,
local
88
hauling
,
HOUSE
plus
. Call 753-5808 or
753-8080
1978 Chevrolet
$2.85
PLUS 5 acres
Lots of Preston Heights Subdivision (just past
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
car, full power, new
LOTS FOR mobile homes
753-5706.
on Square Furches
Monte Carlo
55315
Gatesborough)$3500 to $5000
'Professional Services
Automatic. power steering.
I.
$35.39
radial
plus
tires,
wire
hub
for
sale
Road.
$3.59 FET.
by owner,
3 BR house, 2
With The Friendly Touch"
LANE BARKLEY REALTY
brakes and air, rally wheels,
ROOFING, excellent
Wallin
black with red vinyl in
caps, extremely nice
several to choose from
baths, living room,
ROUTE No. 2
Hardware,
tenor,
2600
miles,
lists new
references. Call 753-1486
Economical living
CADIZ, KENTUCKY 42211
Paris.
condition. Call 753-0113 A for $6800
in Selkic Acres. Well
den: utility
room,
924-5361, 924-5479,924-54-92
close to University. 4
between 7 and 3:30, ask
daytime or 436-2442
restricted, on Hwy. 280.
newly decorated inside
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1977 Chevrolet
or 5 bedroom, 3 down
for
Shelley
.
after
8
12
p.m.
and
mile
to
East
Scottsdole
outside. Contact
55200
1 or 2 up - with living
MOVING MUST SELL,
4 wheel drive pick-up, 4
Elementary School.
759-4019.
speed.
rm. ,8/ kitchen, lit
BYARS BROTHERS &
1972 Super Beetle 1970 IMPALA 2 door
Terms by owner. Gall ar
1974 Chevrolet
bath. Could be used
SON - General home
1967
automa
Baha
hard-,
bap,
tic
Buggy,
see James or Bobby
Piek-igr
for 2 apartments. 2
$3275
ANTIQUE LOVERS remodeling, framing,
camper
transmi
top
350-V-8
ssion,
Local
351
triick,
,
automati
Ford
c.
Futrell
,
405
S. 4th,
fireplaces.
house and lot for sale.
power steering, brakes and
alumin
um siding and
motor
and
full
power
tool
air,
and
in
•boxes.
Murray, Day 753-7668,
air, red and white.
basement,
double
House
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
needs
436-2149
.
conditi
good
on.
Call
night
753-2394.
garage. Barn for
1977 Chevrolet
remodeling, excellent
or 1-362-4895.
0 Corvette
435-4165 after 6 p.m.
storage. Lots 70 x
$3975
location
near
Coldloaded, white with saddle
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex45. Farms For Sale
376. Immediate Ocwater. Call 436-5388
interior.
DO YOU need stumps
cellent condition. 1973
1964 CHALET 2 ton 2
cupancy.
If you plan on doing any of these and
Boyd
after 6:30 p.m.
removed from your yard
APPROXIMATELY
40
TR 6, excellent con4peed axle, 6 new
Majors Real Estate,
Salesme
n:
bathroom is involved, you need to
a
or
land
cleare
acres good farm land.
d of
dition. Call 753-0799
tires, factory made
105 N. 12th.
stumps
We
?
can
Call 437-4173.
remove
see.
Mickey
Bogges
s
metal bed, twin hoist, a
days, and '753THREE ROOM furnished
stumps up to 24"
Jan Dalton
nights,
16' long, wood grain
house, 10 miles east of
beneath ground. Leaves
Jerry
Boyd
sides. Can be seen at
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
only sawdust and chips
J.H. Nix
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
Jones
Bill
Fruit
FOR SALE, 1973 4
Call for free Estimate,
41.Motorcycles
Market,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc,
12th,
S.
wheel drive Chevrolet
209 Walnut Street
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Murray
.
ye
NEW OFFICE HOURS
drag truck, 350 engine.
FOR SALE Honda 450,
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
Will sell or trade for 4
good condition, 753-2467
Monday-Friday -- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
50. Campers
CHEV
1967
ROLE
T
wheel drive or bass
after 5 p.m.
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
GENERAL
-Quality That Will Please"
C NSTARCRAFT
Station Wagon, good 1974
boat. 489-2792.
CALL 753-4013
STRUCTION. If it takes
r‘12 S
753-571',
Starmaster 8 excellent
running condition, 7531977 SPECIAL Edition nails to mend or build
conditi
on. Call 345-2028,
4303.
Yamaha 360 and 1976 BIG
Chevrolet
73
new we can do. Any type
Mayfield.
Honda XL 175. Call
cankper special truck
construction, dry wall
1970 PICKUP truck and
between 7 a.m. and 12
with camper. Call 753hanging and finishing,
2 horse trailer. Truck - 1968 25' AVION travel
noon, 436-2418.
8061.
roofing, exterior and
trailer
with
1971
Chevy
2 new tires, new clutch
A YARD SIGN
interior painting, no jobs
station wagon equipped
1978
1974 CHRYSLER New
YAMAHA
and wheel alignment.
650
AND
too small, reasonable
trailer.
to
pull
Sell
as
Special, perfect conYorker, completely
753-6566.
will
sell
CLASS
A
IFIED AD
rates,
15
years
exseparat
unit
or
ely. 753dition. Contact Billy
loaded, low mileage,
- separately.
Will give you the quickest and highest dollar for
oDresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
perience. All work
7600.
Dyer at 753-8674 or 753$2100. Call 436-2353.
your property then
guaranteed. also, in6038.
1973 VW Super Beetle, 1974 SHASTA campin
Dresden off Hwy.89.
g
suranc
e
repair
1971 COUGAR, extra
and
automatic, air con•Cuba, KY. two and three BR home.
trailer, 22', gas or
roofing. Call anytime,
1978 BLACK Yamaha
clean, low mileage,
ditioning, yellow with
refrigerator,
electric
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter
Construction. Almo,
CB
XS-400 Special, 800
$2100. Call 436-2353.
Only ,1) out of every (1251 callers purchase the
interior,
black
exmirrors, reece hitch
Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
actual miles, $1100.
Road.
home they call about from the classified ad!!
cellent .condition. For
and awning, perfect
Anytime day or night
Call 753-6809 after 5:00
1976 442 Oldsmobile,
eNew Concord, KY.,2 BR home. Owner
sale or trade-in on late
condition, $3200. call
roof
p.m.
repair
our
automat
ic, power and
One of the most active real estate markets in the I.
model
larger
will finance easy terms low down
car.
354-8332.
specialty.
air, $4400. 753-9988.
753-9267
Phone
.
S..A. does not permit yard signs!!
payment or will consider reasonable cash
1978
YAMAHA
XS
FOR SALE, fiberglass AIR CONDITIONING
offer.
Eleven, 1400 miles;
1971
1970 INTERNATIONAL
CHEVROLET
John Smith Gallery of Homes offers something
top with all glass for
sales and service, R. C.
accessories
For information contact or call collect
included,
Station Wagon, power
Sevin 200 diesel twin
more than a yard sign and a classified ad-'
1969 - 1972 Blazer or Evans,474-2748.
perfect condition. 753and air, $350. 753-8243.
screw 10 speed road
comJimmy
GMC
JOE HARTLEY,
*Professional Image.
2932.
ranger, 250 Cummins
plete, $250. Call 474- FOR YOUR septic tank
engine, major
FOR
SALE,
on
(502)442-7388
1971
*Well
Qualified Sales Counselors
2776.
and backhoe work
1977 750 HONDA, lots of
engine
Chevrolet dump truck,
and
tran*Comp
needs.
septic
Also
lete
Referral Service
tank
extras. 436-2547.
smission rebuilt, 35,000
good condition. Call 7531973 ARISTOCRAT, 20',
cleaning. ('all John
miles intact. Belcher
4343 or 753-4955.
*Market Analysis for Proper Pricing
sleeps 6, self-contained.
Lane.'Phone 753-8669 or
if
Oil Co., 247-254S.
'Effective Communication
Call 474-2207.
436-5348.
1972 NOVA 2 door
•Knowledge of Current Available
1077 Maverick, mint condition.
FOR SALE, Essex soy
'
CAB
pickup
OVER
4 door, power
hardtop, 307
V-8
steering.
Financing
Automatic, air, front disc
camper. Self-contained,
bean seed. 489-2602.
automatic,
power
brakes, steel betted radials,
753-6406
sleeps
$750.
4,
.
Front
10,000 miles, 13500 7531552 a I'Qualified Prospects for Your Parsteering,
red and
MOBILE HOME ANtel8 pin.
End
black, extra clean.
ticular Property
CHORS, underpinning
Alignment
Also" 1962 Olds Tor- 19'78 25' Starcraft travel
I
awnings, carports and
trailer,
sleeps
8,
YES! YES! YES!
nado, extra clean with
1977 FORD Van Club
roofs sealed. Call Jack
complete hitch and
all new radial tires,
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow PC.SSUITT
Glover 753-1873 after 5
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
awning. 753-7728
Trot
one owner: and low
iiywhere in the U S A the John Smith Gallem of Homes or
will
miles, new tires, Capp.m. or weekends.
,crange
mileage
car.
1964
tains chairs, factory air,
1-t-V-NITES CAMPER
Holiday
Balance
Alpe, extra
INSULATION
P.S., P,B., stereo, with
BLOWN
SALES your starcraft
clean
,Aith
Regular
40,000
IN by Sears save on
front and rear speakers,
dealer. You've got a
original miles. Call 436Wheel
these high heat and
rear bench seat, fully
good thing going with..
2427.
cooling bills. Call Sears
carpeted, sblid silver,
Starcraft. Compete line
753-2310
blue *interior, mint
for
free
travel
trailers
pop
,
ups,
1970
CHEVROLET
Big
estimates.
clean, excellent conparts and accessories.
Impala, 4 dr. hardtop,
Truck
ditierry$6406 firopv:Ptione--- -power"-brakes
Toppers and used
and
CARPET CLEANING
Balance
Murray 759-4590.
camper
s. East 94 Highsteering,
air
convibra-back, steam, dry
way,
4
miles
from
ditioning, vinyl roof,
cleanin
g,
references.
FORD customized van.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
nice, 753-K)85.
Rcpsonable rates, free
Has 8 track stereo. C.B.,
estimates. Call 759-4085
ing tii,g*s11)1311:E Delta 51. Services Offered
AM -FM
radio,
or 753-5816
television, speakers
88 Royal lairgundy on
front and rear, couchburgund) with white
Custom Dozing
Anytime
PIANO TUNING and
bed, ice box, sink, portatop. Has rower and air,
repair. Call Joe Jackson
potti, carpeted, air
$28.00 Per Hour
extra clean car with
Evenings Call
Music
Chuck's
753-2617
at
conditioned. Call 75345,000 miles, $2450. Call
Ron Talent 753-9894
Call 7534311
Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Center, 75.3-3682 or 7530476.
492-8103 :ifter 4:00 p.m.
Jim H Tridon 759-1184
Linda McKinney 753-8567
7149 after 6 p.m.
LAKE LIVING - Extremely attractive AFrame home near
Kentucky Lake. Lovely
landscaping and
manicured
lat,n.
Franklin stove in family
room, large concrete
patio and wooden deck.
Priced in the 20's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

I

QUALTIYTY

Carrier

REMODELING?
REDECORATING?
REPAIRING?

Thornton Tile
and Marble

t. We have

full
room, 2
hen with
detached
nt above.
t. Price

, two

HOMES
FOR SALE

Think Again

Front-End Alignment

_ASV
IECE

Ile on a lot
ices. Solid
rass Hinge
ur marble
Waterford
'PT.ACT', for

IAN

If You Think

I

A Smooth Move
Call Us Today!!

John Smith,
Realtor

Also We can Balance Rear Wheels of Big Trucks

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

153-1411

•
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0b1tuariesi

Mrs. Hopkins Dies
Friday; Funeral
To Be On Sunday

Walt Apperson To
Speak Sunday For
Christian cpurch

Princes Of Catholic Church
Pay Final Tribute To Pope

Walt Apperson will speak
on the subject, "On Being A
Christian" at the 10:45 a.m.
Mrs. Liddie A. Hopkins worship services on Sunday,died Friday at 3:55 a.m at Aug. 13, at the First
the Pa rk v tew Convalescent Christian
Church.
His
Center, Paducah. She was 89 scripture will be 'from John
years of age and a resident 14:1-6.
of 510 Oakland Circle,
The regular minister, the
Paducah.
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, is
The deceased was a native on vacation.
Larrie Clark .will sing a
of Marshall County and the
widow of Tommy Hopkins. solo with Margaret Porter
She was a member of as director of the song
Auxedjaan___ciuubtzianit servre. Maxine Clark-willClelat=1-_----serva--aa.oranTs1771--=
Mrs. Hopkins is .survived—Tif.-"Clegg Austln—wiffl
by one son, Andrew Hopkins, serve as worship leader with
Owassa,
Okla.;
two Mrs. Walt Apperson, Emily
Apperson, and Mr. and Mrs.
daughters,
Mrs.
Earin
Fowler and Mrs. Ruby Henry Holton as greeters.
Serving as elders will be
Campbell,
Paducah:
15
Walt Apperson and John
grandchildren,
35
great
grandchildren, and 12 great Pasco, Sr. Deacons serving
will be Voris Wells, Jim
great grandchildren.
Boone, Dr. Ron Celia,
The funeral will be held
Darrel McFerron, and Fred
Sunday at two p.m. at the
Wells.
cliapel
of
the
Lindsey
The flowers will be furFuneral Home, Paducah,
nished by the Wear-Helm
with the Rev. Paul Belt
Service Circle Class in
officiating.
of
deceased
Pallbearers will be James, memory
Charles.
Preston,
Paul, members.
Homer. and Herbert Finnell.
Honorary pallbearers will be
elders of the Woodlawn
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church.
Burial will follow in the
Jeffrey
Cemetery
in
Calloway County.

Two additaons to we wul,
VATICAN CITY (AP) l'he princes of the Roman in 1972 and 1973, repeated,
Catholic church will pay "I do not desire a special
final tribute Pope Paul VI - tomb." The document also
leader of the world's more requested "pardon from all
than 700 million Roman those to whom I may not
Catholics - in an un- have done good."
He also asked that all his
precedented outdoor funeral
today on the white marble personal notes, corresponwritings be
steps of St. Peter's Basilica. dence and
About 100 cardinals will destroyed and willed all of
join in concelbrating the his possesions to the Holy
requiem Mass, set for 5 p.m. -See. He disposed of his
property
and
(11 a.m. CDT). The funeral personal
interests
several
is being held in accordance family
tilt' the pope'S:
wish lot' a .years ago.
_ininec
"I intend to die -poor •and
c4iiiid

interregnum to allow tune
for informal consultations to
avoid any possible division
once they are locked up for
their secret deliberations in
the Sistine Chapel.
strongest
papal
The
mencandidates
usually
tioned are Italians. Among
them are Sergio Pignedoli,
president
the
of
68,
Secretariat
Nonfor
Christians and a close
associate of the late pontiff,
Sebastian°
Reggio,
65,
prefect of the Congregation
for Bishops, and Giovanni
--Vittlean
t
dersecretary of state.
Cardinals . Eduardo
Pironio, 57, of Argentina and
Holland's
Johannes
Willebrands, 68, are two nonItalians said to have some
chance of becoming pope.

About 100,000 persons 1.-v—g
-ere this
° kind," he11*
wrote.
-Thatters-pf
expected to crowd the
The pope will be buried in
square, where Paul was the grotto under Chistencrowned Pope 15 years ago. dom's largest Church, which
Tens of millions more also contains the remains of
will see the Mass which is numerous popes and what
b:id
ineg televised live world- are believed to be the bones
of St. Peter, the first pontiff.
The Mass was moved to
The simple marble slab
the square because it can that will cover his grave will
aceomodate three times as carry his name in Latin:
many people as the basilica, "Paulus P.P. VI."
traditional site of papal
Representatives from 100
funerals. The concelebration nations came to Rome for
of the. Mass by the Car- the
funeral, including
A 20-month-old child and
dinals, wherein prayers are President
Carter's
wife,
said in unison, also sets a Rosalynn, who called the her mother were treated and
released at Murray-Calloway
precedent.
pope a "wise and beloved
Hospital
Friday
Burial follows the Mass symbol of the goodness of County
afterno
on
after the child
and begins nine days of mankind." She said her
apparently fell from her
official mourning.
husband "called tthe pope) mother's car
on Fourth
Until only hours before the a spiritual beacon."
Street in Murray.
Mass, mourners continued to
Sharpshooters were posted
Treated and released at
The First Baptist Church
file past the body of the on roofs and balconies near
CHARLI
BROW
E
N REHEARSAL-Lucy, played by Jane Bailey, fusses at
hold regular worship
pontiff, clad in the red cape the square to protect the the local hospital were
blayed by Lewis llossing in rehearsal for "You re A Good Man
Lee
Odom, 20
services on Sunday, Aug. 13,
and white miter, and lying massive throng in this Brandi
Charlie Brown." the last play of the summer seascifi-TO- 15-e'presvn
at 1045 a.m. and seven p.m.
tect by --in, state before__ the. great teriLor_ist-plagued. nation. months, and her mother, 20Murrav-Calloway County_Theatre. The play will begin at.8 p.m..ori Aug
year-old Vicki Odom of
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.altar inside St. Peter's.
17,
Thousands-OrfMorning prayer services
olic-a" -punned--souttr-Side-Mener-,-18 and 19, anaragain on Aug. 24, 25 and 26 at the city-counts parCPr
Bill
-Marray...
Whittak
er,
as
the
eviews
More -thaw a quarter to check buildings near the
will be held at 9:45 a.m. on
of the show will be broadcast over Murray State University's WKMS
A hospital spokesman said
speaker.
million
FM
people
viewed
the
square
Sunday, Aug. 13, at St.
where
mourners the child sustained
on the "Sound of Broadway"show from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. tonight. Tickets
Dr. Paul Lyons, deacon of
bruises
for
body in the five days it lay were expected to gather.
John's Episcopal Church,
the
upcomi
to her thighs and abrasions
ng
play
the
are
week, and
pso
for
adults
and
$1.50
childer
Randy
for
n
under
in
12
state
and
in
the
basilic
a
and
Main and Broach Streets,
All eight U.S. cardinals
senior citizens.
'
Sorrow, muster of youth,
at Castel Gandolfo, the expected to take part in the while her mother sustained
Murray.
will assist in the services.
papal summer residence, selection of the new pope abrasions to both legs.
George Casperian will be
According to authorities,
The ordinance of baptism
where the pontiff died had arrived by Friday.
the lay reader and Ben
the child fell from her
will be observed at the
Sunday
after
a
heart
attack. Cardinal John Wright was mother's
Moore will be the acolyte.
morning service.
car near Hooks
The protocal for the hospitalized in Boston and
Special music will be by
funeral and burial was set --was not expected to attend. Wheel Alignment on Fourth
the Church Choir with
Street, and both were indown in the pope's dramatic Three
other
American jured when the
Wayne Halley, minister of
mother
will, released Friday by the cardinals
Bro. Mark Pugh will be Howard,
cannot
vote jumped from the car, to
Bobby Johnson,
music, as director. Mrs.
Vatican
.
the
speake
r
at
the
worshi
becaus
p
e
they
are over the
The Flint Baptist' Church
Johnny Bohannon, and Steve
Joan
Bowker
will
be
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin.
Writing., in longhand in age of 80, a limit recently rescue the child. Murray
will hold revival services services on Sunday, Aug. 13, Simmons.
organis
City Police and Mercy
t
and
Mrs.
Allene
41k
minister
, 1965, Pope -Paul asked for a set by Pope Paul's decree.
of
the
First Knight will be
starting Monday, Aug. 14, at the Seventh and Poplar
Ambulance Service rushed
pianist.
Presbyterian Church, will
-pious
Church
Serving
and
of
simple" funeral.
Christ.
The Lord's Supper
Starting Aug. 25, the to the scene, but
and
continuing
At
the
evening
through
sevice
Mr.
a police
speak
on
"Neglecting
He said his tomb should "be College of Cardinals will be
"Are
You Halley will sing
Salvation" will be Jon T. Carpenter,
spokesman said city police
a solo and Saturday, Aug. 19.
Religious?" at the ten a.m.
with.
in
the
James
scriptu
true
earth, with a sequestered
Payne, Stafford Curd,
re from Hebrews
and
Guest apeaker for the
begin didn't complete a report on
also direct the church choir.
worship services on Sunday,
humble-, marker, indicating casting ballots until they
revival will he the Rev. 2:1-4 will be the sermon Huie Stater, and Gene Jones.
in a special seleetion.
the incident.
subject at the 8-.30 a.m. and vat King will be the teen
Aug. 13, at the church. His
the place and iniiting elect Paul's successor.
Volunteer nursery workers Billy Turner, pastor of the
,The acci,cleht happened
10:40
a.m. services.
scripture reading, will be will
nursery helper.
Christian
piety.
No
Vatican observers say the about 3:10 p.m.,
be Mr. and Mrs. Ray Altona- Baptist
Church,
authorities
At
from Proverbs 3:1-8.
the
six
monum
Bible
p.m.
ent
service
study
for
me."
s
will be held at
cardinals scheduled the long said.
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Larry Calvert City. The services
Bro.
The children's sermon will Bell, Mrs.
Pugh will speak on 9:40 a.m Sunday.
Tommy Walker, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
"Building
precede the main sermon.
Up;
Tearing
Mrs. Richard Jones, Mrs. C. each night.
Down" with scripture from
Kathy Mowery will direct W. Herndon,
Tilghman
Miss Elizabeth
Barrow
will Galatians 2:17,18.
the choir and Steve Clark Herndon,
Mrs. Bill Whit- direct the song service with
Assisting in the services
will be the organist.
taker, Mrs. Joe Reitroat, Gina Jackson as organist
The session meeting will Miss
will
be Tommy Carraway,
Pat Schmelter, and Mr; and Maurita Livers as
Jerry Bolls, Don Wright,
be held Wednesday, Aug. 16, and Mrs. Marvin
pianist. The church pastor,
Harris.
at 730 p.m. and all active
Sunday School will be at the Rev. Heyward Roberts. Glen B. Gibbs, Max Walker,
Randy Wright, Max Farley,
elders are urged to attend.
9.30 a.m.
urges the public to attend.
Edgar
Rowland,
Ted

Child Falls From
Car Here Friday,
Not Seriously Hurt

Regular Services
At first Baptist

Church On Sunday

Church—
Plans For Services_ _

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak

Flint Baptists To

Bro. Mark Pugh To Speak At

Hear Rev. Turner
In Revival Meet

Seventh And Poplar Church

Rev. Wheatley To
Direct Services At
Catholic Church

The Rev. Robert Wheatley
will be in charge of the
services at St. Leo's Catholic
Church for the weekend and
for the Feast of the
Assumption at 6:30 p.m. on
Monday and at 6:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

on

NN-AIR'S 30 inch
1/2 JEBasi
c Convertible Cooktop*

The regular minister, the
Rev. Martin Mattingly, is on
vacation this week.

when purchased with

OFF

JENN-AIR'S BUILT-IN
Self Cleaning Double Oven

Masses will be held at 6:30
p.m. today, Saturday, and at
eight a.m., eleven a.m., and
4:30 p.m. on Sunday.

*Cooktop cartridges not included in this offer.

Book, Revelation
The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will begin a
series of sermons and
studies on the book of
Revelation at the worship
services on Sunday, Aug. 13,
at the church.

Minimum
Deposit
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

Term
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year

$1,000

90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

MODEL 3600ESC

Term

HURRY! SALE ENDS AUGUST 31, 1918.........

...maiiiisimmwalp 1713

ti 11111cUj
(—)

Effective
Annual Yield

8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

5.75%

5.92%

5.25%

Minimum Deposit

6 MOnths

5.39%

$10,(100

Guaranteed Rate

96 more

/
1
4

than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate

Based on Each Week's Treasury Auction.
This Week's Rate 7.42%

I

"An
Open
Door
To
Heaven" with scripture from
Rev. 4:1-11 will be the sermon topic at the 10:50 a.m.
sevices on Sunday.
J. T. Lee will serve as
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning services as well as directing
the song service. Margaret
Wilkins will be organist and
Jane Rogers will be pianist.
Special music will be
presented
Sanctuary
by
Choir.

No Minimum
Deposit
No Minimum
Deposit

Rate

Money Market Certificate

me.

• This incred;bly versat
ile Jenn Air grill-range lets you do it
all and brings the
flaVof of outdoor cookery indoors! See
it for yourself . . . it can make every
meal more flavorful and a lot more fun!
.
• Add the deluxe doubl
e oven, upper oven self-cleaning, compl
ete with clock
control, minute minder, and a host of
other great features for convention
al
baking and roasting
and you're ready for virtually unlimi
ted
flexibi
lity
this
deluxe combination offers

;Y. KENTUCKY

Savings Plans that offer you maximum
allowable rates for any insured financial institution.

Rev. White Plans
Sermon Series On

jenn-Alr's"Convertible
Cooktop"for whatever
)rou cook
Broil
Grill
Griddle 400
Rotiss
Shish kebab
Deep fry

MODELS 88890,
88891, 88889,
2370, 2365,
2300, 2360

Look What Your.Money
Can Do For You!

Interest on all savings are Compounded

Daily

Early Withdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty

ioum Isouskra,
LENDER

liatiriG
LENDER

111

1Mr
•

Varailftlftw

a
raric II:
ophinsville
gede al Sqvings & Loan
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- At - the soveit irtft
vices, the Rev. White will
speak on "Christ: Worthy To
Open the Sealed Book of
History" with scripture from
Rev. 5:1-14.
- Church
Teaching
with
lbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m. and
'Church Training with J. T.
Lee as director will be at
six p.m.
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Murray Downtown Branch 7th & Main
Phone 753-7921
Murray South Branch - 715 So. 12111.
Phone 753-1214
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